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Abstract
Precise measurements of Earth’s gravitational acceleration g are
important for a range of fundamental problems—e. g. the Watt bal-
ance as an approach for a new definition of the kilogram—and a
great tool to investigate geophysical phenomena reaching from the
topmost layers of soil to the very core of our planet. Recently, re-
search efforts have been made to develop dedicated quantum sensors
capable of such measurements with very high precision and accu-
racy.
This thesis describes the design and implementation of such a
sensor, aiming at a superior accuracy of 0.5 ppb, resolvable in mea-
surements of 24 h. A feature distinguishing this device from previous
work is its mobility, allowing for comparison with other state-of-the-
art instruments, and for applications in field use in various locations.
Rubidium atoms are laser-cooled and launched on a free-fall tra-
jectory. Exploiting the wave nature of quantum particles, coherent
manipulation with light pulses is used to split, reflect and recombine
the atoms’ wave-packets. The resulting matter-wave interferometer
is highly susceptible to inertial forces and allows for sensitive mea-
surements of accelerations.
Inertial sensing with a precision of 160 nm s−2/
√
Hz was demon-
strated, resulting in a measurement of g with a statistical uncer-
tainty of 0.8 nm s−2 in 15 h, surpassing a conventional state-of-the-
art absolute gravimeter by a factor of eight. Comparison with the
German gravity reference net revealed a discrepancy of 260 nm s−2,
well covered by the combined systematic uncertainties of 520 nm s−2.
Likely causes for this deviation are identified and suitable counter-
measures are proposed.
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Zusammenfassung
Eine Reihe fundamentaler Problemstellungen setzt die genaue
Kenntnis der Erdbeschleunigung g voraus, z. B. die Neudefinition
des Kilogramms im laufenden Watt-Waage-Projekt. Des Weiteren
sind Gravitationsmessungen ein herausragendes Werkzeug der geo-
physikalischen Forschung, machen sie doch Phänomene vom oberen
Erdreich bis hinab in den Erdkern zugänglich. Für Absolutmessun-
gen geeignete Quanten-Sensoren mit höchster Präzision sind deshalb
Gegenstand aktueller Entwicklungen.
Diese Arbeit beschreibt die Planung und Implementierung eines
solchen Sensors, der für eine überlegene absolute Genauigkeit von
fünf Teilen in 1010, zu erreichen in Messungen von 24 h, ausgelegt
ist. Ein Merkmal, das dieses Instrument vor früheren Entwicklungen
auszeichnet, ist seine Mobilität, die Anwendungen im Feld sowie
Vergleichsmessungen mit anderen Gravimetern ermöglicht.
Die quantenmechanische Wellennatur von (Rubidium-) Atomen
wird genutzt, um durch kohärente Teilung, Reflexion und Wieder-
vereinigung der sie konstituierenden Wellenpakete mit Hilfe von
Lichtpulsen ein Materiewelleninterferometer darzustellen. Auf ein
Ensemble lasergekühlter Atome im freien Fall angewandt, kann de-
ren Empfindlichkeit auf Inertialkräfte genutzt werden, um hochsen-
sible Messungen der auftretenden Beschleunigungen zu erreichen.
Eine Messpräzision von 160 nm s−2/
√
Hz wird demonstriert, die
ausreicht, um g in 15 h mit einer statistischen Ungewissheit von
0.8 nm s−2 zu bestimmen; dies ist um einen Faktor acht besser, als
mit den besten klassischen Absolutgravimetern üblich. Ein Vergleich
mit dem Deutschen Schweregrundnetz ergibt eine Abweichung von
260 nm s−2 bei einer Ungewissheit von 520 nm s−2 in den systema-
tischen Einflüssen. Deren wahrscheinliche Ursachen sowie geeignete
Gegenmaßnahmen werden identifiziert.
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1. Introduction
Most measurements get better with a growing number of samples as statis-
tics improve. The common way to reap this benefit is simply to repeat the
same measurement over and over again, paying with measurement time for
increased precision. Principal limits arise here from time varying quantities
and from systematic drifts in the sensor. Often, the simple fact that the
(life-)time of the observer is limited prohibits further development along
this line.
Another way would be to use a large set of identical sensors working
in parallel. However, this approach has rarely been used in metrology, as
it is prohibitively expensive for most kinds of precision tools, and yields
only questionable results in case of cheap working material, which often
suffers from uncontrollable drift and bias. Also, with a growing set of tech-
nical equipment, entropy becomes a major concern, as it gets increasingly
difficult to keep everything in good working order and to obtain reliable
results.
With the rapid development of matter wave optics in the past two
decades, there is a new aspect to the situation. A "new" class of ex-
tremely inexpensive, ultra-stable, highly reliable and controllable sensing
devices becomes accessible, which are available essentially without limit:
cold neutral atoms. For most practical purposes they pose well under-
stood quantum systems with their properties given by the very nature of
our universe. In principle this enables measurements which are inherently
bound to physical constants, thus defying the need for regular calibra-
tions1.
In addition, there exist a large number of different elements with a wide
range of properties—and thus sensitivities to various external fields—to
choose from; the electric polarizability spanning two orders of magnitude
might serve as an example. As it has become possible to address and in-
terrogate atoms with high selectivity, the full potential of quantum sensors
is beginning to unfold. And one of the many benefits is the possibility to
1It will be seen later for the instrument described here, that the measured gravity
values are given in terms of an atomic property—a wave-vector which is related to
energy differences in electronic states—and a time span. As a frequency standard
could also be derived from the atoms, a fully self-contained measurement is possible.
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prepare large samples and to query them simultaneously with negligible
cross talk, which often allows to scale sensitivity with at least the square
root of the number of atoms involved.
While atoms themselves have been at hand for quite some time, it is the
pronounced progress in the methods necessary to prepare well defined sam-
ples and to read out the effects of tiny disturbances which fuelled the rapid
development of quantum sensing applications. Namely the manipulation
of neutral atoms with light and the principle of matter wave interference
are the basis for a wide range of instruments—including the one described
here.
Large scattering cross sections and the possibility to control the elec-
tronic state makes light an ideal tool to handle atoms. Moreover, light
fields can be altered rapidly and shaped with micrometer accuracy (e. g.
in the form of light gratings), allowing for precise control in time and in
space. Therefore it was largely the progress in laser control2 which enabled
recent developments in the field of atom optics.
With the advent of spectroscopically stabilised lasers it became feasible
to very specifically address atomic resonances, while at the same time be-
ing able to provide enough intensity to induce sizeable effects. This led to
a proposal by Hänsch and Schalow [1] to cool a low-density gas by illumi-
nating it with intense, quasi-monochromatic light tuned to the red side of a
closed cycling transition between two electronic states. Photons scattered
by a moving atom Doppler-shifted into resonance will carry away a fraction
of its kinetic energy and thus reduce its motion. Residual velocities in the
range of millimetres per second are easily achievable in a few milliseconds,
equivalent to temperatures of only some micro-kelvin. With this scheme—
an optical molasses—first samples of laser cooled atoms were demonstrated
in 1985 [2]. A substantial improvement was achieved by adding a 3D mag-
netic flux gradient with vanishing flux at the point in space where the
cooling beams intersect. The spatial variations in Zeeman shifts, together
with appropriate polarization of the laser beams, lead to net light forces
directed to the point of zero flux. This way the atoms are confined in space
in a so called magneto-optical trap (MOT) [3].
Typically 109 neutral atoms are accumulated in the volume of a pea
and can then be put on chosen trajectories, e. g. in a fountain geometry.
Accelerated upwards to a few m/s, interaction times of up to a second are
2An important class of matterwave interferometer is based on mechanical gratings with
typical spacings in the range of micro- to nano-meter. The ability to prepare them
in suitable qualities was developed in the same decades as for the light gratings.
Often both techniques are employed in parallel.
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well in reach while keeping the dimensions of the experimental apparatus
within reasonable limits. This is easy enough to apply either well defined
light pulses to drive intra-atomic resonances or off-resonant light patterns
acting as phase gratings. Both techniques allow for coherent manipulation
of the wave-like nature of the atom.
This leads to the extraordinary notion of matter waves laid down by
Louis-Victor de Broglie in his dissertation in 1924 [4]. De Broglie proposed
that there is no such thing as particles, well localized pieces of matter,
but that all matter also needs to be regarded as waves, reaching into sur-
rounding space, with characteristics dependent on the properties of mass
and velocity. This perception was the inspiration for Schrödinger’s work
and thus builds one of the corner stones of quantum mechanics. It also
brings up naturally the idea of diffraction and interference and leads to
the concept of matter wave optics, where the propagation and (self-) inter-
action of particles, e. g. atoms, can be described similarly to that of light
beams.
While this started as a purely theoretical construct, soon after experi-
mental evidence of matter waves was found. First by Davisson and Ger-
mer [5] and G. P. Thomson—who saw Bragg scattering of electrons in
crystals—and later by Rupp [6]—who observed diffraction of electrons with
man-made gratings. These experiments proved the validity of de Broglie’s
ideas and contributed to his Nobel prize in 1929. Ever since the objects sub-
jected to diffraction have grown heavier and more complex: neutrons [7],
atoms [8], simple [9, 10] and complex [11, 12] molecules with no principal
obstacles hit so far.
Apart from fundamental aspects, coherent manipulation of matter waves
has also proven to be a versatile tool in precision measurements. Neu-
tron diffraction has evolved to a widely used technique in material and
biochemical science, and diffraction patterns in transmission electron mi-
croscopy are used to study ordering of structures on molecular and atomic
scales.
The concept of interference was soon explored, too. First demonstrated
with electrons [13] and neutrons [14], wide adoption of this technique was
hindered by the involved set-ups necessary. The field of matter wave optics
lacked a readily available constituent to form the analogue of light beams,
and the appropriate tools to control them. It was in the rapidly devel-
oping fields of cooling and manipulating neutral atoms—often with light,
as mentioned above—where these shortcomings could be lifted. With ad-
equate techniques appearing in the 1980s, the first atom interferometers
were presented 1991 [15–18]. Since then atom interferometer have spawned
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a broad range of scientific activity, a detailed overview of which can be
found in [19].
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Figure 1.1.: Mach-Zehnder type interferometer with three light pulses. The
matter wave is split, reflected and recombined using counterpropagating pairs
of lasers with wave vectors k1 and k2 at times 0, T and 2T . The atom’s
internal state is switched between |1〉 and |2〉 accordingly.
Consequently a complete interferometer can be realised with only light
to control the matter wave. An intuitive example is the Mach-Zehnder-
like geometry used in this experiment, realised by three light pulses. After
preparation in a MOT, the cold cloud of atoms is launched on a parabolic
trajectory using light forces. A first resonant light pulse chosen to switch
the electronic state of an atom with a probability of 1/2 will lead to a split-
ting of the corresponding wave packet: after the pulse, the atom will be in
a coherent superposition of two internal states which differ in phase and
frequency of the complementing matter wave. As the excited state carries
additional momentum from the photons, this is associated with a bifurca-
tion of the trajectory, leading to a possibly substantial spatial separation3
3In the experiment here up to 3 mm compared to the typical dimensions of atoms
of < 1 nm.
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of the two parts of the wave packet. From there on evolution of the distinct
parts will lead to a growing phase shift between them, potentially further
enhanced by the effect of additional fields due to the different susceptibility
of the atoms states.
To reject the effect of time propagation and to merge the trajectories, a
second light pulse is applied at time T , shaped to switch the states with
unit probability and to swap the momentum associated with the paths.
This way, after 2T temporal effects in the now overlapping wave packets
will cancel, leaving only those contributions caused by external fields and
the interaction with light pulses.
At this point in time a third light pulse—again with a switching probabil-
ity of 1/2—splits each part of the wave packet into the two distinct outputs
of the pulse sequence. The atomic state is then the same in each individual
output, but differs between the two. The resulting interference translates
the unobservable accumulated phase shift into an amplitude modulation
measurable as the ratio of the atoms in the two outputs/states. Conse-
quently the sequence allows measurement of the difference in effects of
fields acting on the atoms, dependent on their electronic state and trajec-
tory. This makes atom interferometry a highly versatile measuring tool
sensitive to a range of phenomena not equally tractable by light interfer-
ometers.
Albeit instruments with suitable geometries to implement multi-path in-
terference were used to perform optical Ramsey spectroscopy on ultrasonic
jets of metastable Helium in the late 1980s, it was realised only later by
Bordé, that the same set-up could be regarded as an atom interferome-
ter and could be used to measure inertial forces [20]. The first dedicated
experiments demonstrating matter wave interference with light gratings
were presented two years after this discovery and already measured accel-
eration [15] and rotation [16] respectively.
Since then, atom interferometry has proven to be valuable in various
fields like fundamental physics, metrology, applied physics or geophysics.
It has been widely used for principal studies e. g. investigating decoher-
ence [21, 22], Aharonov-Bohm and Aharonov-Casher effects [23] or Berry
phase [24]. With every atom acting as an independent probe, these instru-
ments are also versatile tools capable of high precision measurements—
especially at microscopic scales. This enabled measurements of atomic
properties like polarizability [25], Stark shift [26, 27] and van-der-Waals
and Casimir-Polder interaction [28, 29] to unprecedented resolution. An-
other remarkable result is the determination of the fine structure constant
with a fractional uncertainty of 7× 10−9 by measuring ~/matom [30, 31]—
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almost the precision offered by the best alternative method based on mea-
suring the electron g-factor. A comparison of these vastly different methods
allows for checks of the underlying physics across distinct subfields with
extraordinary accuracy; and substantial improvements are foreseen for the
near future.
Another area where atom interferometry is expected to play an impor-
tant role is in tests of relativity. A first demonstrator to verify the weak
equivalence principle was presented in 2004 [32], measuring the differential
acceleration of two isotopes of Rubidium. In the same experiment a hypo-
thetical dependence on the electronic state of the atoms was also probed,
which is hardly possible when relying on macroscopic test bodies. This line
can be extended even further as sufficient quantities of antimatter are be-
coming available4, enabling gravitational tests on matter with very distinct
quantum properties. Other proposals for equivalence tests with ordinary
atoms [35] suggest highly competitive sensitivities in the order of 10−15 and
better. Future satellite based interferometers could also measure the grav-
itomagnetic and the Lense-Thirring-effect [36] or even detect gravitational
waves [37].
Recently, it was claimed that atom interferometers of the type presented
here could also serve as a highly sensitive test for the gravitational red-
shift. Re-evaluating the results of [38] former bounds of absolute mea-
surements could be improved by four orders of magnitude reaching a level
below 10−8 [39]. These results put experiments with atom interferometers
among the most stringent laboratory tests of general relativity to date.
As massive particles are much more sensitive to inertial forces than pho-
tons, applications to measure rotation, acceleration and gravitational ef-
fects were amongst the first developed in the emerging field of matter wave
interferometry. As demonstrated with neutrons [42], they have been refined
with the aid of neutral atoms to a level where they compare favourably to
any other technique.
Today, gyroscopes based on atom interferometry feature a precision of
6× 10−10 (rad/s)/√Hz [43] and gravity gradiometers utilizing two inter-
ferometers 1.4 m apart can reach 4× 10−9 s−2/√Hz [44]. With both tech-
niques available in transportable packages, interesting applications like un-
aided inertial navigation become available [45]. Furthermore, gradiome-
4A classical Moiré deflectometer with a limited precision of 1 % is proposed as a first ex-
periment [33]. As interferometry with Hydrogen has already been demonstrated [34],
according steps towards a similar experiment with antihydrogen seem natural.
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Figure 1.2.: Development of precision obtainable in one second for two types
of absolute gravimeters. For state-of-the-art corner-cube instruments the da-
shed line represents claimed precision under ideal circumstances (quiet site,
maximum drop rate), while the solid line shows performance under more con-
ditions, similar to those the cold atoms instruments were subject of.
ters together with well characterized test masses can be used to deter-
mine G, the gravitational constant. Recent experiments yield fractional
uncertainties of 10−3 [46, 47] with the perspective to push these limits
below the level of 10−4. Atom interferometer will then contribute to a bet-
ter knowledge of this least precisely known fundamental constant, where
up-to-date measurements disagree by several standard deviations and to
which a comparison with alternative methods would therefore be highly
favourable.
Absolute gravimeters utilizing cold atoms might be the closest to com-
mercial application. They have been amongst the earliest experiments with
atom interferometers and have been refined in a decade to a level where
they show competitive performance compared to state-of-the-art instru-
ments based on classical methods [48]. It is in this field that neutral atoms
as highly sensitive probes might first prove their advantages over more
traditional approaches, even in field measurements, where reliability and
ruggedness are equally important to precision and accuracy.
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1.1. Gravimetry
The precise knowledge of local acceleration due to gravity—commonly re-
ferred to as g—has many virtues. It is a prerequisite for a range of metro-
logical applications where some quantity is related to a force, as e. g. in
the definition of the unit of pressure or electrical current, because the
force standard is mostly realized as gravitational pull of Earth on a known
mass [49]. The Watt balance as an approach to a new definition of the
kilogram—a long standing goal in the field of metrology—is a prominent
example which relies heavily on an accurate measurement of local grav-
ity [50].
Other applications arise naturally in the fields of geology and geophysics.
Spatial mapping of gravitational variations is besides reflection seismology
the only practical means of gathering large-volume density maps (and of-
ten much less costly) and thus a standard technique of geological survey.
Typical scales vary from hundreds of square kilometres e. g. in resource
exploration, up to global coverage from geostationary orbit5 in Earth ob-
servation [52]. Other applications monitor long-term variations in g as
in investigations of the still ongoing post-glacial rebound [53] of tectonic
plates or volcano surveillance where fluctuations in the subsurface magma
systems cause alteration of local gravity [54].
These measurements are often done with relative gravimeters, which of-
fer a lot of virtues. The most compact and affordable—and also the easiest
to use—are instruments of the LaCoste-Romberg-type, which measure the
elastic response of a spring due to variations in the acceleration of a sus-
pended test-mass [55]. Their main purpose is comparison of gravity over
short distances and time-scales (tens of kilometres and hours), where with
modern devices the task of measuring is literally reduced to pushing a
button. For longer periods or travels over greater distances their limited
resolution and high drifts are forbidding, as well as their susceptibility to
harsh conditions, which will introduce random shifts and variations in the
scale factor. Thus frequent calibration against known gravity differences is
necessary to obtain useful results.
The imperfections of mechanical springs are sought to be overcome by
use of a "perfect" spring system based on currents running in a nearly-
Helmholtz pair of superconducting coils. The generated magnetic flux is
5Here it is the uni-axial gravity gradient or possibly the full tensor, which is to be
measured. Proposed atom interferometers for this purpose share nonetheless many
of the design principals with the instrument described in this thesis.
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theoretically perfectly stable6 and can be used to levitate a superconducting
sphere in a field with a small gradient. By adjusting the current ratio in
the coils to lower the gradient, the tendency of the sphere to return to
an equilibrium position can be made arbitrarily small—equivalent to an
ever-longer spring—and thus highly sensitive to small accelerations [51].
These systems have proven to feature superior noise characteristics over
a wide range of frequencies and are able to take data continuously, thus
avoiding aliasing found in pulsed measurements. However, due to a range of
effects which are only partly understood, observed drifts are in the range of
100 nm s−2 per year, with little consistency between different instruments.
Another problem are sudden jumps in measured g of up to 100 nm s−2.
These occur at random times and are far too fast to be connected to mass
fluctuations.
Despite these problems superconducting gravimeters are state-of-the-art
for precision surveys of gravity changes and are often the tool of choice
in fundamental geophysical research. As such instruments suffer from
substantial drift and ageing and lose all accuracy when transported or
shocked, absolute gravimeters are mandatory for comparison over large
distances or long time-scales. In this sense the unrivalled precision of rel-
ative instruments is complementary to the accuracy only offered by abso-
lute instruments. Both types are essential for modern gravimetric metrol-
ogy.
The de-facto standard for the purpose of absolute measurements are in-
struments which rely on massive bodies falling freely in an evacuated cham-
ber, first developed in the 1960s [56]. The test masses are mostly hollow
corner cube retroreflectors terminating one arm of a Michelson interfero-
meter, where the acceleration of the retroreflector with respect to a resting
counterpart can be deduced from the sweeped fringe signal. This principle
has been refined over some 30 years, and state-of-the-art instruments [57]
are commercially available, namely the FG5 from Micro-g Lacoste. This
type of gravimeter has a specified precision7 of 150 nm s−2/
√
Hz and ac-
curacy of 20 nm s−2, while results of a recent international comparison of
absolute gravimeters indicate a slightly higher spread among such instru-
ments in field use [58].
In figure 1.2 it can be seen that the progress towards better precision
slowed down considerably during the past 30 years for this type of gravime-
6as long as temperature and magnetic flux are kept within certain limits
7Said company specifies the precision as 15 µGal/
√
Hz, using the traditional unit of
gravimetry (1Gal := 1cm/s2). Throughout this thesis SI units are preferred.
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ter. A major cause is the macroscopic dimensions of the drop mass, which
turn out to be cumbersome at very high levels of accuracy. When the
retroreflector is released, the supporting floor and instrument show elastic
recoil. This leads to tilt and parasitic accelerations, which as a matter of
principle can not be distinguished from gravity. Furthermore, due to small
torques imparted by the release process, the retroreflector will inevitably
rotate slowly when falling, which produces phase shifts of the reflected
beam if the optical centre is not identical to its centre of mass [57]. The
latter can be shifted to the former with high precision, but unavoidable
wear on the drop mass will degrade the performance over time, making
regular maintenance necessary. This is why it is good practice with the
FG5 to cut down the rate and number of drops to prolong maintenance
intervals, while limiting the achievable precision.
The measurement principle with instruments such as the one described
here is slightly different. The idea is to very precisely pinpoint the dif-
ference in falling distance, not of one, but of many test bodies between
three points on a ballistic trajectory. The neutral atoms employed as drop
masses offer a special benefit in this scheme. Their position at certain
points in time—encoded as the phase of a standing laser wave—can be
written into the phase of their quantum wave function during the optical
transitions necessary to form the matter wave interferometer. With the
outcome of the interferometer dependent on the phase difference between
its two paths, each atom acts thus as a separate gravity probe unencum-
bered by drifts, ageing or wear. Together with the negligible effect of
releasing only a cloud of neutral atoms8 this avoids all of the problems
noted above. The low noise characteristics surpassing those of corner cube
instruments by almost an order of magnitude (compare figure 1.3) allow
for a far better visibility of the remaining systematics, facilitating their
characterisation and ultimately their control.
The rapid evolution of atom gravimeters depicted in figure 1.2 gives
reason to expect that this technique will contribute substantially to im-
provements in the field of geodetic metrology in the near future. It is
hoped that all major systematic effects encountered so far can be under-
stood, and eventually controlled, which will enable inertial measurements
with superior accuracy backed by the fundamental nature of the quan-
tum sensors exploited in these systems. This is underlined by the fact
that the gravimeter developed for the Watt balance project at the Bureau
National de Metrologie (BNM), Paris, is based on cold atom interferome-
8approximately 10−13 g
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try [59].
As can be seen in figure 1.3, g is subject to a range of influences hardly
controllable in all but some very quiet places—e. g. caves in dry, remote
areas—making it impossible to fully characterize a dedicated sensor with-
out comparing it against other state-of-the-art instruments. It is there-
fore highly desirable to have a set of moveable atom interferometers which
would allow to participate in the international comparisons of absolute
gravimeters organised by the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
on a regular basis9.
The aim of the ongoing development is therefore to design and implement
an atom interferometer capable of absolute gravimetry with a competitive
accuracy of 5 nm s−2. As gravimetric measurements are typically performed
overnight to limit the influence of environmental noise due to traffic and
other human activities, it is desirable to achieve an even better precision on
similar time scales. Furthermore, the set-up needs to be fully mobile and
capable of rapid deployment in various locations in order to allow for direct
comparison with other gravimeters and to demonstrate the outstanding
potential of quantum sensing in field applications.
1.1.1. Organization of This Thesis
In chapter two the theory to describe an atom- gravimeter with suitable
precision is summarized, and a short overview of gravitational variations
modelling is given. A following chapter presents the experimental appa-
ratus and gives some details of the measurement process. The observed
noise is discussed in chapter four along with a first long-term measurement,
which is compared to a determination of local gravity by a FG5 at the same
site. Finally a quick outlook on future developments follows a summary of
the obtained results.
9Another reason is of course, that laboratories for atom physics are rarely amongst the
places where accurate knowledge of g is most valuable.
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Figure 1.3.: (left) Typical magnitude of some gravitational effects. Large
scale density variations are what is searched for in natural resource explo-
ration, e. g. caused by oil fields. Human activities relate to mass changes
in the near surrounding, like parking cars. Ground water fluctuations are a
severe problem of accurate gravimetry, as the resulting changes are almost im-
possible to model.(right)Resolution obtainable with modern instruments: for
relative gravimeters based on superconductivity and mechanical springs, the
resolution obtainable in one minute (light grey) is given, where random fluctu-
ations in one day (dark grey) have a highly adverse effect (For superconducting
devices, this number was drawn from a comparison of two instruments at the
same site found in [51]). Please note, that noise characteristics as shown for
superconducting gravimeters need settling times ranging from days to weeks
after initial set-up. The performance of absolute gravimeters (falling corner
cube and cold atoms) is stated for the attainable resolution after 24 h at noisy
sites (light grey), as well as the accuracy achieved so far (dark grey). For
atom interferometer the accuracy is taken from [48], where the resolution is
from this work.
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The theoretical description of atom interferometers has been the subject
of intense studies over the past 20 years, and can be considered ma-
ture in many aspects. Particularly the light-driven beamsplitter process
used here [60–63] as well as appropriate interferometer geometries [64–
67] are discussed in great detail elsewhere. Therefore this chapter con-
fines to summarize the most important aspects, starting from very basic
principles and adding refinements where necessary to reach the desired
precision. A second part will bring a phenomenological overview of the
prediction of gravitational fluctuations—most importantly tidal effects—
as these have to be corrected for in the evaluation of experimental re-
sults.
2.1. Atom Interferometer in Gravity
To model the phase difference is common to split the interferometer phase
into a part originating from free evolution and another due to interaction
with the laser beams
∆φ = ∆φfree + ∆φlight. (2.1)
This approach is valid if the beamsplitters formed by the laser pulses can
be considered thin, that is, their influence on the atoms is limited to an
imprinted phase-factor and a change in the atom’s momentum at a specific
point in time. The interferometer sequence is then cut into slices of wave-
packet propagation only affected by background fields where in between
the laser pulses are applied. The initial conditions for each piece of the
path are given by the evolution along the preceding piece adjusted by the
momentum transferred by the light pulse.
For a Mach-Zehnder geometry in a uniform gravitational field, the in-
terferometer takes the form depicted in figure 2.1. The formerly straight
paths are curved due to the constant acceleration in correspondence to
classical trajectories of point-like masses1. When no other external fields
1It is not a priori clear why the notion of a trajectory is appropriate for a system
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are present, the situation between light pulses is not distinguishable from
the one depicted in figure 1.1 for an observer falling freely with the atom2.
According to the equivalence principle the phase difference from free evo-
lution of atoms falling in a uniform gravitational field is thus the same as
for zero gravity, where ∆φfree vanishes due to the inherent symmetry of the
situation. Obviously the same holds for ∆φlight if the optics for the laser
beams would be too in free fall. It is therefore the effect of lasers fixed in
a frame not influenced by the acceleration to be assessed, which enables
inertial measurements.
This can be achieved by reflecting the pair of laser beams driving the
atomic transition from a mirror in rest to e. g. the centre of mass of Earth3.
The phase of the light wave at any point is then given by
φlaser(z, t) = keff· z− ωeff t (2.2)
where z is the height above the mirror, keff an assigned effective wave-
vector and ωeff an effective frequency. In the simplified picture the light
phase dependent on the position of the interaction is added to the wave-
packets phase when the atomic state is switched during optical transitions.
With the sign given by the initial state, a summation over the contributions
along the paths curved by the constant acceleration g anti-parallel to z
yields
∆φ = (φA1 − φA2 )− (φB1 − φB2 )
= (keff(vrec T − 12 g T 2) + ωeff T )− (keff(vrec T − 32 g T 2) + ωeff T )
= keff g T 2 (2.3)
with the φαi chosen as in figure 2.1 and vrec the velocity due to photon
recoil. From this equation it is evident that long T are favourable, which
are extended to 230 ms in this experiment by choosing a fountain geometry.
With keff ≈ 1.6× 107 this gives rise to phase shifts of about 8.6× 106 rad.
Given the ability to read out the phase with a precision of a few hundred
millirad a fractional single-shot precision of 10−8 in g becomes feasible.
which draws heavily from the quantum mechanical properties of its constituents. A
justification arises from a path integral treatment, which will be discussed later.
2This is only true if the effect of the laser on any observable—e. g. the amount of
transferred momentum—does not depend on the gravitational acceleration. For
interferometer as the one discussed here, this condition is fulfilled. However, it is
not in the case of neutron interferometers where the atoms are reflected from crystal
surfaces [42], compare [68, p. 325].
3A technically feasible approximation for this scheme is presented in section 3.4.
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Figure 2.1.: Under influence of a constant acceleration anti-parallel to z,
the paths along which the wave-packets of the atom develop are curved. This
leads to changes in the position of the atoms at times of the laser pulses and
thus to altered light phases imprinted into the wavepackets.
While this simple picture describes an atom gravimeter astonishingly
well, it is not sufficient for the accuracy needed. Some refinements have
to be made regarding the subtleties of light-matter interaction and non-
uniform inertial fields.
2.1.1. Beamsplitter
The very different nature of the free propagation of wave-packets between
light pulses and the interaction with the beamsplitters makes it difficult to
calculate an atom interferometer within a single framework. It is therefore
common to treat them separately, as noted above.
Beamsplitters and mirrors used here consist of two-photon Raman tran-
sitions stimulated by short pulses of counter-propagating lasers, a method
developed by Chu and Kasevich for one of the first atom interferome-
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ters [15]. While it is possible to incorporate further light pulses into the
sequence [69] or to switch to many-photon transitions (e. g. Bragg diffrac-
tion) to increase the momentum transferred to the atoms and thus the
response factor of the gravimeter, the inherent symmetry of this simple
scheme facilitates control of systematic effects.
Figure 2.2.: Momentum and energy diagram for a stimulated Raman tran-
sition. In a two-photon process both internal and external state of an atom
are simultaneously altered, which establishes a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween them.
The two laser beams are tuned close to optical transitions from two
hyperfine levels |1〉 and |2〉 to an upper level |3〉 as depicted in figure 2.2.
A detuning ∆—small compared to the hyperfine-splitting but large with
respect to the Rabi frequencies of the optical transitions involved—ensures
that spontaneous decay from |3〉 can be neglected. When interacting with
the laser beams, the atom oscillates between |1, p〉 and |2, p+ ~keff〉 by
absorbing a photon from one beam and emitting another into the second
beam in a coherent process. This reduces the 3-level-system to an effective
2-level-system.
By setting the duration of the laser pulse to a fraction of pi/2 of the cycle,
the atom’s wave-packet can be put into an equally distributed superposi-
tion of these states with its parts carrying different momenta and thus their
centres of mass developing along distinct paths in close resemblance to an
optical beamsplitter. Accordingly a pi-pulse acts like a mirror and swaps
both internal state and momentum.The net momentum transferred to the
atom is ~(k1 − k2) =: ~keff which equals the sum of the photon momenta
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in the case of counter-propagating beams. Energy and momentum conser-
vation require that the difference in frequency of the two beams satisfies
ω12 = ωhfs − ~2mk
2
eff (2.4)
where m is the mass of the atom.
This scheme combines the advantage of metastability of the microwave
transition—enabling interferometer sequences over extended periods only
limited by the geometry of the apparatus—with the large momentum trans-
fer offered by optical photons. It is furthermore possible to very selectively
address the atoms in momentum space through Doppler selection due to
the exceptionally narrow linewidth of the hyperfine splitting [68]. This
comes without the need of ultra-stable lasers as only the difference in laser
frequencies needs to be controlled with high precision, which is compara-
tively easy.
A detailed analysis of the three-level system including coupling to the
wave-packet’s momentum can be found in [60, 61]. For further discussion
it is necessary to recall some of the results.
As only certain impulses are allowed, it is convenient to describe the
atom in a basis of states of the form
aj,p′exp
[
−i
(
ωAj +
p′2
2m~
)
t
]
|j, p′〉 (2.5)
where ωAj is the energy of the jth level and the width of the wave-packet
in momentum space is negligible. The atom is subjected to a light field
comprising two beams
E = 12E1e
i(k1z−ω1t) + 12E2e
i(k2z−ω2t) + c.c. (2.6)
which couples to the states |1, p〉, |2, p+ ~keff〉 and |3, p+ ~k1〉 by dipole
interaction.4
Neglecting spontaneous decay from the strongly detuned upper level and
applying the Rotating Wave Approximation to the Schrödinger equation,
a set of equations is obtained which govern the time evolution of the atom
4This approach neglects weak cross-coupling of e. g. |3, p+ ~k2〉 and |1, p〉 through ω2.
Indeed as can be seen in figure. 3.26 some other close-by hyperfine levels of 87Rb
would need to be considered, too. However, this does not add anything profoundly
new to the situation, as all intermediate states can be eliminated adiabatically. The
influence of close-by transitions only needs to be taken into account, when the AC
Stark shift is evaluated.
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during laser pulses
a˙1,p = i2Ω1e
i∆ta3,p+~k1 (2.7a)
a˙2,p+~keff = i2Ω2e
i∆ta3,p+~k1 (2.7b)
a˙3,p+~k1 = i2
(
Ω1e−i∆ta1,p + Ω2e−i∆ta2,p+~keff
)
(2.7c)
where
Ωj := −e 〈j|Ej · r |3〉2~ (2.8)
is the usual Rabi frequency.
Observing that the hyperfine ground-states fluctuate much slower than
∆, the upper level can be eliminated adiabatically. After further dropping
terms oscillating with ω12, a system of equations very similar to that of a
two-level-system is recovered
a˙1,p ≈ iΩAC1 a1,p + ieiδtΩeffa2,p+~keff (2.9a)
a˙2,p+~keff ≈ iΩAC2 a2,p+~keff + ie−iδtΩ∗effa1,p (2.9b)
with
ΩACj :=
|Ωj|2
∆ , Ωeff :=
Ω1Ω∗2
∆
δ := (ω1 − ω2)− ω12 − p·keff
m
(2.10)
Ωeff is an effective two-photon Rabi-frequency. The detuning δ is defined
with respect to a Doppler-shifted resonance without AC Stark shifts, and
it is the sensitivity to this detuning which enables phase measurements in
the interferometer, as will be seen later. An influence of some importance
in highly precise measurements is the weak coupling of the ground levels
to the intermediate level denoted as ΩACj here.
It is useful to state the solution of (2.9) for a slightly detuned Raman
pulse as to identify possible systematic effects. For ωτ = pi/2 + 2—where
ω is the effective cycling frequency of the slightly detuned transition and
 is a small deviation from a perfect pi/2-pulse—these equations take the
form [61]
a1,p(t0 + τ) = exp [i(δτ/2− ϕAC)] 1√2
(
(1− )exp [−iϕoff] a1,p(t0)
+ (1 + ) exp
[
i(δt0 + pi2 )
]
a2,p+~keff(t0)
)
(2.11a)
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a2,p+~keff(t0 + τ) = exp [i(−δτ/2− ϕAC)] 1√2
(
(1− )exp [iϕoff] a2,p+~keff(t0)
+ (1 + ) exp
[
i(−δt0 + pi2 )
]
a1,p(t0)
)
. (2.11b)
Accordingly a nearly perfect pi-pulse of the length 2τ yields
a1,p(t0 + 2τ) = exp [i(δτ − 2ϕAC)]
(
exp
[
i(δt0 + pi2 )
]
a2,p+~keff(t0)
+O ((δAC − δ) + ) a1,p(t0)
)
(2.12a)
a2,p+~keff(t0 + 2τ) = exp [i(−δτ − 2ϕAC)]
(
exp
[
i(−δt0 + pi2 )
]
a1,p(t0)
+O ((δAC − δ) + ) a2,p+~keff(t0)
)
(2.12b)
where the small remnants in the original state can be neglected as they do
not contribute to the output of the interferometer. Here the abbreviations
ϕAC :=
ΩAC1 + ΩAC2
2 τ, δAC := Ω
AC
2 −ΩAC1 , ϕoff ≈
δAC − δ
Ωeff
(1+2) (2.13)
are used.
During light interaction various phase factors are imprinted into the
atom. These need to be considered in detail. The main contribution comes
from a detuning δ from perfect resonance of the |1〉 − |2〉-transition. If the
state is swapped, a phase shift of δ(t0 + τ/2) in case of a pi/2-pulse or
δ(t0 + τ) for a pi-pulse is acquired with the sign dependent on the atoms
initial state. This shift can be interpreted as the phase of the perturbation
at the midpoint of the pulse and justifies to treat the effect of the Raman
pulse as occurring at a specific point in time.
For an atom accelerated with respect to the lasers in rest, δ is caused
by a growing Doppler shift with opposite sign for the counterpropagating
beams and can be written as
δ(t) = vatom
c
(ω1 + ω2) = (v0 − g t)keff. (2.14)
The imprinted phase is obtained as the integral over the time-dependent
frequency, which gives
φ(t0) =
∫ t0
0
δdt = v0t0 − 12gt20, (2.15)
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recovering the position dependence used in the simplified picture from the
beginning of this chapter. The interferometer phase is thus the same if
assessed in a frame falling with the atoms or at rest with the lasers, as
could be expected.
Related to the detuning is a factor of exp[±iδτ/2] acquired during pi/2-
pulses without changing state, which is troublesome and needs to be sup-
pressed, see below. Additions of pi/2 during change of state ensure a phase
difference of pi between both outputs of the interferometer.
The phases ϕAC and ϕoff relate to combinations of the AC Stark shifts of
the ground levels. ϕAC is common to both paths of the interferometer on
a per-pulse basis and therefore cancels if light intensities along the beams
are unchanged over the spatial separation of the two paths. ϕoff occurs in
pi/2-pulses when conditions of perfect resonance are not met—a situation
which is unavoidable with non-uniform intensities of Gaussian laser beams
as the AC Stark shifted frequency varies over their aperture. The effect
would only cancel if the situation was perfectly symmetric, which would
require that laser intensities as much as size and position of the atomic
cloud are stable over the course of the interferometer. The latter is dif-
ficult to achieve due to finite velocities of the laser cooled atoms, which
gives raise to a significant systematic in a high precision atom interferome-
ter [48]. The effect can be suppressed by choosing a ratio of laser intensities
where the AC Stark shifts of both ground levels become the same and their
difference—which leads to ϕoff—therefore cancels. This is possible even if
various cross-couplings are taken into account, as each separate shift caused
by a particular coupling is dependent on the detuning of the correspond-
ing laser frequency from the addressed optical transition; see also [70] for
a detailed calculation.
2.1.2. Thick Beamsplitters
The analysis outlined above is helpful to understand some characteristics of
light-matter interaction and to identify a harmful systematic effect. But it
is sufficient only if the effect of the beamsplitters on the wave-packet’s shape
and trajectory can be neglected. With the high precision obtainable in an
instrument like the one described here, such modifications have to be taken
into consideration, especially when evolution of the atom is influenced by
additional gravito-inertial fields.
When a laser pulse is applied, the atom propagates through a periodic
potential similar to a "light crystal". As in e. g. diffraction of neutrons
in highly ordered materials, this results in an altered dispersion relation
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for those waves allowed to travel in the crystal. For an (effective) two-
level system an analytical treatment is given in [62], yielding the condition(
(p + ~keff)2
2m − E
′ − ~∆
)(
p2
2m − E
′
)
− ~2Ω2eff = 0 (2.16)
with E ′ = E− 12(E1 +E2)− ~2∆, E the total energy and E1,2 the energies of
the ground states. For a given E ′ this fourth-order equation allows for four
momenta, that is p1,2 and p1,2 + ~keff, where for the z-component pz1 = pz2
due to the symmetry of the situation.
Propagation of the wave-packet is governed by its group velocity υ, which
is not necessarily proportional to the momentum due to the modified dis-
persion relation. Instead
υ = ∇pE ′ (2.17)
which for the interesting z-component gives
υz1,2 =
pz
m
+ 12
(
1± y√
1 + y2
)
~keff
m
, (2.18)
where
y := 12~Ωeff
(
(p + ~keff)2 − p2
2m − ~∆
)
(2.19)
vanishes in case of perfect resonance. This is an interesting result as it
states that if y = 0 the wave-packet does split only after the light pulse.
Before both parts evolve along the same curve, which is given by the mean
of the unperturbed path and that carrying the additional momentum from
the two photons. Deviation from the resonance condition will result in
four distinct parts, where two pairs differ in the photon momentum carried
and the constituents of each pair in the momentum perpendicular to the
beam. Such cases would complicate the interpretation of experimental
results considerably.
As covered in [71] gravitational acceleration during the beamsplitter
process leads to such a detuning and consequently to significant changes
to the beamsplitter-process. This is why it is good practice in atom
gravimeters to compensate the growing Doppler shift by adequately tuning
("chirping") the laser frequencies. The information otherwise read from
the phase difference between the two paths is thus shifted into the rate
with which the frequency needs to be chirped in order to retain resonance,
indicated by all atoms being in the initial state in the interferometer out-
put.
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Figure 2.3.: Trajectories due to modified propagation during light pulses.
The limit of infinitely thin beamsplitters (light grey, straight) is to be
compared to the situation where both paths feature the same group velocity
in the "light crystal"(black). To obtain a comparable picture with gravity
(light grey, bent) the laser frequencies have to be chirped in order to retain
resonance.
The change in group velocity during light interaction implies a spa-
tial shift and consequently corrections to the phase acquired in successive
beamsplitters even for the "unperturbed" path. This also slightly affects
the dependence of the interferometer on g, making a re-evaluation neces-
sary.
Full analytic treatment of the atoms subjected to strong electro-magnetic
interaction is only possible for certain spatial or temporal geometries of the
light fields. For a rectangular profile in the time domain (square pulses)
the details have been worked out in [72] with a discussion of the case of
interest here: a three-pulse interferometer with the spatio-temporal Mach-
Zehnder geometry from above and pulse durations of τ and 2τ respectively,
separated by periods of free evolution of length T .
The result is that if the width of the initial wave-packet in momentum
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space is smaller5 thanmΩeff/keff, further dispersive effects of the beamsplit-
ter can be neglected. Due to the altered trajectories in the beamsplitters
of finite length, the interferometer geometry then resembles figure 2.3 and
the overall phase shift6 becomes
∆φlight = keff·gT (T + 2τ) + ϕbsp (2.20)
where the modified time dependence can be attributed to the adjusted
spatio-temporal area enclosed be the two interferometer arms. An addi-
tional phase ϕbsp of the order O(T τ) is to be added, if the condition y = 0
is not met at all times.
It is further worth noting, that the action of the beamsplitter can still be
reduced to an instantaneous effect at a specific point in time (generalized
ttt scheme [72]), while the atom is otherwise considered to evolve under
influence of the external fields only, albeit on perturbed trajectories. This
is the justification for a separate treatment of light fields and free evolution,
even in the case of strong laser fields.
2.1.3. Free Evolution
While the biggest part of the phase shift accumulated in the interferometer
sequence is due to light interaction, understanding the effect of external
fields acting on the atoms is crucial to make highly accurate measurements.
Especially non-uniform inertial fields need to be taken into account, as
these shift the energy of the two arms of the interferometer differently,
which possibly leads to a significant phase offset.
Calculating the propagation of the wave-packets by solving the Schrö-
dinger equation over full periods between light-interaction would be cum-
bersome, especially when variable fields are involved. A treatment in the
position picture is then appropriate, where the advantage of the momen-
tum picture—each component can be treated separately in a closed family
with a finite number of states—is lost.
The situation is alleviated considerably if the action
SΓ =
∫ tb
ta
dtL[z(t), z˙(t)] (2.21)
along the possible paths Γ an atom can take is much larger than ~, that is in
5This can be ensured by selecting a narrow velocity class of atoms, see the next chapter.
6This holds in the limit of very small detuning, that is very small gravity or adequately
chirped lasers.
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the classical limit of macroscopic paths. This results in the phase SΓ/~ of a
matter wave assumed to follow Γ to be a highly oscillatory function of even
microscopic path variations, as long as it is not the path which makes SΓ
stationary. In such case only the neighbourhood of the distinguished path
Γcl will add significantly when contributions of all possible paths starting
from a certain point za := z(ta) are allowed to interfere in a chosen endpoint
zb := z(tb). According to the principle of stationary action Γcl is the path
a classical particle would travel along and, with the reasoning just given,
also the path which determines the phase of a quantum particle in the
classical limit.
This limit defines the picture in which a description of an atom inter-
ferometer as in figure 1.1 makes sense. The depicted paths are those the
centres of mass of the atom’s wavepacket fragments can be thought of to
propagate on. This is not exactly true as the contributions of all possible
variations of the path need to be summed at the endpoint, but those not
very close to the classical path do vanish due to destructive interference.
As detailed in e. g. [73], if additionally the Lagrangian of the system is at
most quadratic in coordinates and momentum, the Feynmann path inte-
gral can be separated so that the phase of the quantum particle at zb is
only given by its initial phase and the—now classical—path integral along
Γcl.
Applying this principle to the problem of free evolution greatly simplifies
the calculation. For the phase in the interferometer this gives
∆φfree =
1
~
∮
Γcl
Ldt (2.22)
where Γcl is the closed loop formed by path A and B concatenated together.
If unknown, the precise trajectories can be derived from e. g. the Euler-
Lagrange equation.
In the case of uniform acceleration g the Lagrangian reads
L = m2 z˙
2 −mgz (2.23)
which needs to be integrated along sections of the well-known form
z(t) = za + z˙a(t− ta)− 12g (t− ta)2, (2.24)
where z˙a := z˙(ta).
The interferometer loop consists of four sections (first/second half, up-
per/lower path) where initial velocities differ by vrec = ±~keffm between
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concurrent sections. Obeying the orientation of the path during integra-
tion yields indeed vanishing action after some straight-forward calcula-
tions.
2.1.4. Gravity Gradient
On Earth’s surface a scalar gravity gradient of about γ = 3× 103 nm s−2/m
is present, leading to a significant difference in acceleration of approxi-
mately 750 nm s−2 over the height of a typical interferometer sequence and
10 nm s−2 over the spatial separation of the paths.
The Lagrangian now takes the form
L = m2 z˙
2 −mgz + m2 γz
2 (2.25)
from which the classical path can be derived by evaluating the Euler-
Lagrange equation, giving
z(t) = g0
γ
+
(
z0 − g0
γ
)
cosh(t√γ) + v0√
γ
sinh(t√γ) (2.26a)
z˙(t) =
(
z0 − g0
γ
)√
γ sinh(t√γ) + v0 cosh(t√γ). (2.26b)
The hyperbolic trajectories resulting from the small linear component on
top of the constant background lead to some deviations from the situation
from before, most notably a small gap ∆z in the endpoints of the two
paths of a few Å. This is not harmful as the width of the wavepacket is at
least 4 µm7, ensuring almost unaffected overlap. A small difference in the
end-velocities of ≈ 2× 10−2 nm/s gives rise to a very slow beat of the two
wavepackets in each output. With time spans of about 150 ms between the
last Raman pulse and detection and a mean velocity of roughly 2 m/s the
resulting phase offset of ≈ 1 µrad is negligible.
The lengthy calculation of the phase from the action along the hyper-
bolic paths is best done using computer algebra. When adding a small
contribution p∆z/~ from a non-classical path segment to bridge the gap
between end-points [73], the obtained result is
∆φgrad, free = keff
(
vrec
2√γ (sinh(2T
√
γ)− 2 sinh(T√γ))
)
, (2.27)
7Estimated from the uncertainty in the initial momentum after velocity selection, see
next chapter for experimental details.
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which amounts to 3 mrad or 4 nm s−2 for typical T = 230 ms and gradi-
ents as given above, and becomes important for highly accurate measure-
ments.
However, the effect on the contribution from laser phase is much larger.
Calculating the phase from the position of the atoms at times of the Raman
pulses8 yields
∆φgrad, light =
4
γ
sinh2
(
T
√
γ
2
)
((γz0 − g0) cosh(T√γ) +√γv0 sinh(T√γ)) ,
(2.28)
which leads to a shift of −0.520 rad or −610 nm s−2 under typical experi-
mental conditions, where v0 = 2.2 m/s and z0 = 0 is the choosen height of
the first pulse.
If expanded in γ to first order, measured gravity due to the laser phase
is written as
ggrad, light = g0 − γ
(
z0 +
(
v0 +
~keff
2m
)
T − 712g0T
2
)
+O(γ2). (2.29)
From the expression in brackets a gradient-dependent height-correction can
be drawn, specifying the point at which the actual value of g equals the
measured one. This is at 1.35 m—close to the apex—for a height of the
first pulse of 1.15 m. It is also evident that in order to determine g with an
accuracy of 5 nm s−2, the height of the interferometer needs to be known
with an uncertainty of ≈ 1 mm.
2.1.5. Transfer Function of the Interferometer
To ease characterization of the instrument, it is useful to be able to calcu-
late the impact of observed perturbations on the outcome of the interfero-
meter. A convenient method is the sensitivity function, which gives the
relation between small phase fluctuations δφ occurring at random times
in the Raman beams and the resulting shift ∆φ(δφ, t) deduced from the
ratio of atoms. In a further step the transfer function can be derived from
the Fourier transform of the sensitivity function, which is helpful to assess
e. g. the variance in measured values of g resulting from a given spectral
distribution of noise densities.
8Exactly the same results for the contributions of free evolution and laser interaction
are obtained by Bordé in [65], using a framework which is the quantum-mechanical
equivalent to the ABCD-matrices known from geometrical optics.
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The sensitivity function is defined as
g(t) := lim
δφ→0
∆φ(δφ, t)
δφ
(2.30)
which for an atom interferometer measuring at the slope of the fringe can
intuitively be evaluated being -1 for the first half of the interferometer
sequence, +1 for the second and zero otherwise, as either the middle or
the last Raman pulse write the resulting phase into the atoms. A small
modification is necessary due to the finite width of the pulses, which is
calculated in [74] to be
g(t) =

sin (Ωeff(t+ T )) −T − 2τ ≥ t > −T − τ
−1 −T − τ ≥ t > −τ
sin (Ωefft) −τ ≥ t > τ
1 τ ≥ t > T + τ
− sin (Ωeff(t− T )) T + τ ≥ t > T + 2τ
0 else
(2.31)
where for convenience t = 0 coincides with the middle of the pi-pulse. The
Fourier transform [74]
G(ω) : =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iωtg(t)dt (2.32)
= 4iΩeff
ω2 − Ω2eff
sin
(
ω(T + 2τ)
2
)(
cos
(
ω(T + 2τ)
2
)
+ Ωeff
ω
(
ωT
2
))
can be used to examine fluctuations in the frequency domain. To this end
one observes that (2.30) is equivalent to
∆φ =
∫ ∞
−∞
g(t)dφ =
∫ ∞
−∞
g(t)dφ
dt
dt. (2.33)
Making use of the Plancherel theorem, this leads to
Var(∆φ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
|H(ω)|2 Sφ(ω)dω (2.34)
where Sφ(ω) is the power spectral density of the phase fluctuations and H
the transfer function given by
H(ω) := ωG(ω). (2.35)
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For the last definition it is used that with h = eiωt∣∣∣F(h˙)∣∣∣2 = ω2 |F(h)|2 (2.36)
for any real-valued ω 6= 0.
Vibrational noise is often the biggest concern in the gravimeter. It ex-
presses itself as phase fluctuations caused by movements of the mirror re-
flecting the pair of Raman beams9, which can be quantified as
δφ = k1 · δz− k2 · δz = keffδz. (2.37)
Vibrations are easily measured as residual accelerations with suitable seis-
mometers, which is why the transfer function is often needed for δa = δ¨z.
Using (2.36) again gives
Ha(ω) =
keff
ω
G(w). (2.38)
As can be seen from figure 2.4, the interferometer exhibits a strongly mod-
ulated sensitivity to fluctuations when examined in the frequency domain
with overall characteristics of a bandpass and a lowpass respectively. This
is due to accumulation of said fluctuations in between and averaging dur-
ing beamsplitters, limiting the susceptibility to certain ranges of frequen-
cies.
The considerations from above do not account for the cyclic character of
the interferometer. To cover extended periods in time, the interferometer
sequence needs to be repeated with a (fixed) repetition rate. As every
sampled system with a duty cycle less than unity, it thus becomes prone
to aliased signals present at frequencies which are an integral multiple of
the repetition frequency. However, this behaviour depends strongly on the
coherence time of the noise signals, making e. g. high-frequency oscillations
in electronic control loops particular cumbersome. Here the assumption of
uncorrelated noise was made, where each measurement is independent from
preceding cycles.
9Vibrations are far less critical for all other optical elements, as they affect both beams
equally, so that the resulting deviations in phase cancel in the interferometer.
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Figure 2.4.: Normalized transfer functions of phase and acceleration. For
the calculation T = 230 ms and τ = 20 µs. For frequencies higher than 150 Hz
only the mean is depicted.
2.2. Gravity Variations
A challenge associated with highly accurate determinations of local gravity
is its pronounced variability in time and space, which can amount to up to
2000 nm s−2 during typical measurements. Often these variations are not
the object of interest, but rather perturbations to be rejected to obtain the
targeted accuracy of a few nm s−2. The situation is further complicated by
many of the disturbing sources not being fully understood or random and
therefore hard to predict. Luckily these disturbances are often either of
high frequency (vibrations), rare (e. g. rapid change of ground water level
due to massive rain fall) or very slow (e. g. postglacial rebound of the crust,
a few 10 nm s−2 per year) and can be filtered out.
An influence which needs modelling to be removed is the time-dependent
gravitational effect of celestial bodies, especially Sun and Moon, and the
elastic and inelastic answer of Earth’s masses. While the former could
be calculated rather straightforward from ephemerides, the latter is only
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partly understood and subject of research which reaches back to the 18th
century. Modern models include effects of a rotating ellipsoidal earth
with elastic core, liquid outer core, inelastic mantle and some hydrody-
namical aspects of mantle convection [75] complemented by the effects
of large water masses (oceans and seas), their redistribution and reso-
nant excitation as well as elastic reactions of the crust to their load-
ing [76].
To connect these models with observations and to give predictions in
a consistent manner, an agreed mode of description is needed. This is
commonly done in the frequency domain. In time the most important con-
tributions are of periods of half and full a day due to Earth’s rotation, with
thousands of frequencies needed if one wishes to account for the subtle in-
fluence of all planets in our system [77]. Still, most of the effect (> 99 %) is
contained in a dozen spectral components related the dynamics of the sun
and the moon [78]. To characterize a site from measurements or to commu-
nicate a prediction, amplitude- and phase-factors for each component are
given, as in appendix A for the physics department of the Humbold Uni-
versität zu Berlin. Here, the major part is from solid earth (> 90 %), with
the rest caused primarily by oceanic tides (up to 10 % close to coasts, drop-
ping to a few percent inside continents). The remaining deviation found in
measurements needs other explanations, see below.
In the space domain it has proven useful to develop Earth’s gravity
potential
V⊕ = G
∫∫∫ dm
s
(2.39)
with G the Gravitational constant and s the distance of a point outside
Earth’s ellipsoid to the infinitesimal mass dm into a series of spherical
harmonics Ylm
V⊕ =
GM
r
(
1 +
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=0
(
a
r
)l
ClmYlm
)
. (2.40)
Here M is Earth’s mass as the coefficient of the spherical harmonic of
degree 0, a the major axis of the ellipsoid and r the distance to Earth’s
centre. This series converges rapidly and can be truncated at any degree l
and order m when sufficient spatial resolution is reached. Modern approxi-
mations from large scale satellite measurements can go up to l = m = 200,
equivalent to spatial resolutions of 100 km [79], and are patched with local
gravimetry when higher resolution is needed. To assess the gravitational
modulation the (time-varying) gravity potential of celestial bodies can also
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be developed around earth as such a series [80]. From these, predictions can
be derived with the help of the models from above.
Sensitive measurements with a resolution of 100 nm and below also need
correction for polar motion, variations in Earth’s rotational frequency and
local weather. Polar motion—the slow movement of Earth’s rotational
axis with respect to its body—and length of day changes modulate the lat-
itude dependent centrifugal acceleration and are easily corrected for when
known, e. g. from the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service [81].
The impact of atmospheric fluctuations is much harder to predict. It
can be split into gravitational pull and elastic loading of the crust lead-
ing to height changes, which both modulate with barometric pressure. To
be modelled correctly, information about local air distribution as well as
local geology is necessary [82], making exact predictions tedious. There-
fore for standard gravimetric measurements these effects are most often
estimated by a simple linear factor of 3 nm s−2/hPa and referenced to the
site-dependent standard pressure
pn = 1013.25
(
1− 0.0065h288.15
)5.2559
[hPa] (2.41)
with h the topographic elevation.
To ease the calculations in strive for a prediction of local gravity changes,
several programs are available. One is TSoft, developed by the Royal
Observatory of Belgium [83], which can compute synthetic tides of solid
earth natively and the effects of polar motion and ocean loading when given
appropriate parameter sets. A comprehensive source for ocean loading
coefficients calculated for a given site is [84]. A typical dataset obtained
from such computations is shown in figure 2.5 and later used for corrections
of a first long-term measurement, see section 4.2.
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Figure 2.5.: Predicted tides including solid earth, ocean loading and polar
motion effects for a location close to the physics department of HU-Berlin.
The typical modulation due to Sun and Moon is apparent.
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To obtain high precision measurements with the atom interferometer, some
care has to be taken when preparing and launching the atoms. First, a suit-
ably high number of atoms has to be collected and cooled to sub-Doppler
temperatures, which is done in a MOT with adjacent optical molasses.
The cloud of cold atoms is then launched upwards with the help of light
forces and subjected to a series of selection processes in order to obtain a
pure sample with low momentum spread in a magnetic insensitive internal
state. This sample is processed in the actual interferometer sequence in
a zone well shielded from external influences close to the apex of its free
flight parabola. On its way down, the two outputs of the interferometer
are interrogated by detection of resonantly scattered light, from which the
ratio of atoms in the outputs and thus the phase shift between the two
arms of the interferometer can be deduced. This procedure—from here on
referred to as a "shot"—takes a bit more than a second, and is repeated in
an endless loop to obtain a time series of gravitational data. In the follow-
ing sections a more detailed walk through the apparatus and the necessary
steps is given.
Due to the absolute nature of the measurements to be taken, systematic
effects are of highest importance and have been examined thoroughly in
previous work [61, 85–87]. Still there are areas found, where the published
results lack the details necessary to cover all thinkable aspects of erroneous
effects. While not yet studied in greater detail, some considerations to
possible influences are added, when appropriate.
3.1. Preparing the Atoms
The choice of 87Rb as the atomic species for the interferometer is motivated
mostly by its first optical resonances being in the near infrared, which can
be addressed conveniently by diode lasers. These devices and suitable light
amplifiers based on the same semiconductor technology allow for small,
rigid and comparably cheap light sources for the optical system; qualities
most valuable in transportable devices. The D2-resonance offers further-
more a strong cycling transition from 52S1/2,F = 2 to 52P3/2,F′ = 3 with
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Figure 3.1.: Steps in a measurement cycle and their corresponding positions
in the fountain apparatus. For clarity the flight parabola has been spread
sidewards; in reality the atoms are launched exactly vertical.
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only a small escape probability along the F′ = 2 hyperfine level, which sug-
gests a scheme for the laser frequencies as depicted in figure 3.26.
3.1.1. MOT and Optical Molasses
The cold Rb-atoms are prepared in a MOT in 1-1-1-configuration [88] from
low density thermal background. The Rb-vapour is provided by means of
resistively heated dispensers manufactured by SAES getters. They allow
for fine grained control over vapour pressure by adjusting the heating cur-
rent and release a natural isotope mixture containing approximately 27 %
of 87Rb with low contamination by other substances. The yield of a pair
of standard dispensers was found to be sufficient for more than 1500 h of
continuous operation.
The cooling beams feature a 1/e2 diameter of 30 mm and 20 mW of laser
power per beam. From 10−9 hPa of Rb vapour close to 109 atoms are
accumulated in 595 ms into a roughly spherical cloud of about 5 mm in
diameter.
After switching off the Anti-Helmholtz-coils and an additional eddy cur-
rent decay time of 5 ms an optical molasses with growing red-detuning
of up to 20Γ (Γ being the natural line width) of the cooling beams fol-
lows. The far-detuned phase is ended after 3 ms by adiabatically cutting
off the cooling light and retaining the repumper for another millisecond,
in order to have all atoms in the F = 2 hyperfine ground state. When
magnetic background fields are carefully compensated for with the help
of three perpendicular pairs of Helmholtz coils fixed around the MOT
assembly, this procedure gives a temperature deduced from the velocity
spread of the atoms of 6 µK, limited by short term fluctuations. These
were found to correlate strongly with variations of the background mag-
netic flux, probably caused by technical equipment in the laboratory. It
seems likely that lower temperatures can be achieved when their influence
is removed through suitable shielding.
During the last 2 ms of the optical molasses the upper and lower triplet
of cooling beams are detuned symmetrically from their mean by ∆ν to the
red and blue respectively. This defines a Doppler-shifted frame moving
upwards with a velocity of
v = ∆ν
√
3λ (3.1)
where λ is the laser wavelength. Driven by the unbalanced light forces, the
atoms accelerate to v, which amounts to 4 m/s for a detuning ∆ν = 3 MHz.
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Figure 3.2.: CAD-drawing of the MOT-chamber. The main body was ma-
chined from a single block of Ti-5Al-2.5Sn. Attached are beam-expanders and
coils designed to fit into the available space.
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Figure 3.3.: Cut through MOT-chamber, coil and beam-expander.
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After switching off the light beams, this motion becomes the starting
point of a free flight parabola peaking 815 mm above the MOT after
408 ms.
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Figure 3.4.: (left) By scanning the difference frequency between the co-
propagating Raman beams, magnetic sublevels can be selectively addressed.
As both co-propagating beams feature the same polarization (σ±), only tran-
sitions with equal magnetic sublevel in the initial and final state are allowed.
Starting from |F = 2〉, three sublevels in |F = 1〉 are available and thus three
peaks are observed. The shown frequency splitting is equivalent to a magnetic
flux present at the location of the atoms of 7.2 µT. (right) A closer look at
a single resonance reveals a structure well described by Rabi transitions with
fixed pulse-length and variable detuning. For this measurement a shorter pi-
pulse with square enveloped was applied, in contrast to the otherwise used
Gaussian pulses.
The vacuum chamber for the MOT was designed with the special de-
mands of a transportable and rugged device for field use in mind. To
minimize overall size, and to maximize number and diameter of viewports,
an approach was taken where the entire chamber is milled from a single
block. The material of choice is a titanium alloy, as the low density re-
sults in low weight (≈ 14 kg), even if larger quantities of metal are present
when compared to chambers welded together from tubes. An additional
advantage is the low specific conductivity, resulting in high ohmic resis-
tance and therefore short decay times for eddy currents. It was found that
the switch-off time for the MOT-fields is shorter than 5 ms with the rather
large cross-sections in place depicted in figure 3.3.
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Two cylindrical recesses were cut into the chamber where the Anti-
Helmholtz-coils wound on slitted copper bobbins are mounted concentri-
cally to a pair of opposing cooling beams. This configuration gives a mag-
netic flux gradient of 0.5 mT/cm at a current of only 8 A in the region
of the MOT, which eliminates the need for cumbersome water cooling.
4 cm
Figure 3.5.: Vacuum Pivot exploded (left) and in assembled form (right).
The cooling beams are delivered by folded collimators attached directly
to the window caps holding the optical flats, which serve as view-ports.
The collimators are designed to expand the cooling light coupled through
polarization maintaining fibres to a diameter of 30 mm in a space-efficient
way (f-number 3.6, still reasonably good beam quality, overall dimensions
50× 50× 130 mm3). Special care was taken to use only materials with
µ ≈ 1 to keep magnetic interference low.
The collimators also allow for precise steering of the beam through the
chamber (six degrees of freedom), which is useful for initial alignment of
the MOT beams. Here one triplet is first set to propagate colinearly with
the respective boreholes, in order to profit from tight machining tolerances
when adjusting perpendicularity. The other triplet is then aligned so that
every beam is anti-parallel to its opponent by maximising mutual coupling
into the fibres. In a last step all beams are tilted vertically by 3 mrad to
avoid large scale interference patterns, which were found to give unstable
MOT conditions.
Afterwards, the collimators can be locked as the orientation of the atomic
fountain is tuned by rotating the whole MOT-chamber around a point de-
fined shortly above the chamber with a vacuum pivot. The pivot was
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designed to allow for angular movements with very low friction. As con-
ventional parts often contain magnetizable components, ball-bearings made
from glass and nylon were chosen. With only a small load acting on them
(the weight of the MOT-chamber is almost fully compensated by the pres-
sure difference), the bearings could be pre-stressed by fitting them snugly
into suitable holding fixtures. The resulting action free of play and stick-
slip enables angular adjustments with high precision. Using suitable ac-
tuators, the pointing can be set with a resolution < 10 µrad, equivalent
to a displacement of ≈ 30 µm of the atomic cloud in the detection area.
This ability becomes important, when the effect of Coriolis forces is to be
compensated, see section 4.2.
3.1.2. Velocity Selection
1 ms after launching the atoms, the z-component of the compensating mag-
netic field is ramped up to 120 µT. This way, a quantization axis parallel to
the linearly polarized Raman-beams is defined, which propagate vertically
from top to bottom and are back-reflected of a horizontal mirror below the
MOT-chamber. A properly aligned λ/4-plate in front of the mirror gives
a linear polarization of the reflected beams perpendicular to the incident
polarization. Restricted by polarization selection rules this lin-lin config-
uration only drives Raman-transitions stimulated by counter-propagating
beams. From the two pairs present a specific set is chosen by tuning the
frequency difference to the Doppler-shifted resonance of the atoms moving
upwards.
A pi-pulse with a Gaussian envelope of width 56 µs selectively transfers
only atoms with the proper velocity component along the vertical axis
to |F = 1〉 [89], whereafter the remaining atoms in |F = 2〉 are scattered
away by a short pulse of one of the cooling beams. The Fourier-width of the
Raman-pulse corresponds to a momentum spread of 1/10th of the recoil
momentum of the transferred atoms. This is in fulfilment of the condition
for negligible dispersive effects of thick beamsplitters and also improves the
achievable fringe contrast. It further ensures that the vertical size of the
atomic cloud is virtually constant over the course of a shot, which helps in
detection, as clipping effects are avoided.
The frequency-selective Raman-pulse is also a useful tool to quantify
the magnetic flux in the MOT-region. The Zeeman-splitting of the atoms
can be resolved (figure 3.4) by scanning the difference in frequency of the
two beams in a Doppler-insensitive configuration, obtained by switching
the beams to circular polarization and blocking the bottom mirror. As
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the magnetic sub-levels of both hyperfine levels split by equal but oppo-
site amounts when a certain flux is applied, a net difference of 14 kHz/µT
between adjacent sub-levels is the result. The resolution of this method is
sub-µT, as the Raman pulses have a Fourier-width of 2.8 kHz.
Even more useful than scanning is a "real-time" method, where a single
pulse (now back in Doppler-sensitive mode) resonant with the mean veloc-
ity of the cloud is applied. This selects three classes of atoms, as those in
sub-states mF 6= 0 are preserved when their Doppler-shift is compensated
by the corresponding Zeeman-shift. The three classes have slightly differ-
ent velocities, which leads to a spatial splitting at the end of the free-flight
parabola. When the atoms pass through a narrow detection beam, an
easily resolvable time pattern is observed, where the temporal splitting is
proportional to the Zeeman splitting. Overlapping the pulses during detec-
tion by adjusting the compensation coils guarantees for good cancellation
of background fields.
Another advantage of the second method is the much higher temporal
resolution as well as a crude guess of the atom’s temperature, which can
be gathered from the height of the detection signal. Higher temperatures
of the atomic sample mean a higher spread in the velocities and thus a
lower signal, as less atoms fulfilled the tight velocity constraints of the
Raman pulse. This allows for an in situ examination of the magnetic flux
fluctuations in the MOT, which enabled to identify magnetic noise as the
main obstacle to lower temperatures. This was deduced from a strong
correlation found between fluctuations in residual Zeeman-splitting, signal
height and the signal of a pick-up coil.
3.1.3. State Selection
In order to minimize unwanted phase shifts caused by inhomogeneous stray
fields in the interferometer zone, the atoms need to be prepared in the
magnetically insensitive sub-state mF = 0. Optical pumping would in-
volve multiple scattering of photons, leading to considerable heating of the
atoms. A better approach is to discard all atoms in wrong sub-states,
which also serves to clean the sample from residual velocity components
caused by atoms in sub-states mF 6= 0.
State selection takes place in the central part of the vacuum system,
again machined from bulk material. A chamber with 8 windows on its
octagonal perimeter in the horizontal plane allows multiple optical ac-
cess to the atomic cloud in its middle. Two axes (4 windows) are used
for detection, while one of the remaining windows serves as a microwave
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port. A coaxial-to-wave-guide-adapter (Omecon RA-14-PQB-012-B-SMA-
F) mounted to the window cap couples ≈ 2 W of microwave radiation res-
onant with the D2-hyperfine splitting into the viewport. The wave travels
through the chamber and is reflected back by an aluminium mirror fixed
to the opposing side, so that the amplitude of the standing wave at the
centre of the chamber can be maximised by adjusting its position. A sin-
gle microwave pi-pulse with a width of 45 µs is preceded by 1 ms×10 mW
of light resonant with the (F = 2 ↔ F ′ = 3)-transition and backed by
5 ms×1 mW tuned to (F = 1 ↔ F ′ = 0). The light is delivered by a
bare fibre and fed through a hole in the back of the microwave coupler,
from where it is allowed to diverge into the chamber. With a magnetic
flux of 100 µT and suitable orientation of the linearly polarized microwave
at the location of the atoms, only those initially in |F = 1,mF = 0〉 are
left in |F = 2,mF = 0〉, while all other atoms gather additional horizontal
momentum by the scattered light and get lost.
3.2. Interferometer Sequence
3.2.1. Magnetic Fields
The well defined sample of cold atoms enters then the interferometer zone
formed by a 750 mm long titanium tube with a diameter of 40 mm mounted
at the top of the vacuum system. A vertical quantization axis is provided
by the field of a cylindrical coil wound on an aluminium cylinder covering
the whole length of the tube. Two helical groves with opposing direction
of rotation, a precise pitch of 3 mm per turn and a diameter of 70 mm were
machined on its outer mantle to define the exact position of the windings.
This technique gives minimal spatial variations of the magnetic flux while
it is possible to suppress the small horizontal component generated by a
short coil when interconnecting the two helices with a current going from
bottom to top along one of the windings and down along the other. Both,
the interferometer tube and the quantization field coil are contained in a
custom magnetic shield designed by The Mushield company. It consists of
three equally spaced concentric cylinders made from 0.75 mm thick sheets
of high-permeability nickel-iron-molybdenum alloy. The innermost cylin-
der has a length of 675 mm and a diameter of 79 mm while the outermost
is 723 mm long and 130 mm wide with the middle and outer cylinder caped
to the open diameter of the inner cylinder. For a volume close to its cen-
tre the shield provides an attenuation factor of roughly 1000 for magnetic
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Figure 3.6.: Longitudinal flux of quantization coil at 10 mA measured along
the axis inside the magnetic shield. Background fields were rejected through
field reversal. The sub-plot shows the very good flux homogeneity achieved
over the middle range of the coil. Please note the magnified scale; discrete
steps are an artefact due to limited resolution of the probe.
influences of frequencies and amplitude common in typical technical envi-
ronments. This is enough to limit variations in flux to < 40 nT (compare
figure 3.7), caused by small residual backgrounds and unavoidable remnant
magnetization of the carefully demagnetized shield.
The magnetic environment in the interferometer area needs to be well
defined to control systematics arising from Zeeman shifts. While the atoms
are prepared in the mostly insensitive state mF = 0, a small depen-
dence on magnetic flux stems from the quadratic Zeeman effect, which
causes an additional symmetric shift in the hyperfine splitting of [90]
∆νhfs = 5.7515 kHz/mT2. (3.2)
Typical backgrounds, together with variations in the quantization flux,
lead to deviations of at most 100 nT from a perfectly homogeneous bias
of 10 µT. When considering a worst-case-scenario, where only the second
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half of the sequence is affected by the erroneous flux—which geometrically
is not possible for the pi-pulse close to the apex—this would give rise to a
phase shift of
∆φquad ≈ ∆νhfs10 µT 100 nT 0.25 s = 1.4mrad. (3.3)
Because both paths are always close together with respect to the length
scale of flux variations and because the interferometer is almost sym-
metric to the apex, the real phase shift is much lower and thus negligi-
ble.
As a quadratic dependence on the bias flux can be expected for the
strength of errors caused by irregularities of the coil, it might be that much
higher settings are connected to measurable shifts in the interferometer
phase. Such higher flux would be necessary to completely separate atoms
in sub-states other thanmF = 0 in the frequency domain, when rectangular
Raman pulses with typical lengths of 25 ms for pi/2 are used. With the
comparatively low setting at hand, undesirable mixing between adjacent
sub-states is the consequence e. g. for not perfectly linear polarizations
of the Raman beams. Careful state-selection of the atoms is therefore a
prerequisite for accurate measurements.
In order to avoid edge effects of the quantization coil and of residual fields
leaking through the apertures of the shield, the interferometer sequence
should be limited to the length of the vacuum tube reduced by 150 mm at
each end. This gives a vertical space of 450 mm equivalent to a free fall
time of 600 ms. The largest temporal separation T of the interferometer
pulses is therefore 275 ms, if a minimal distance from the apex of 15 ms
is chosen to ensure unambiguous addressing through adequate Doppler-
shifting. The rather long tube makes it also possible to use shorter T and
stack two simultaneous interferometers on top of each other by "juggling"
the cold clouds [47], which should enable measurements of the Gravity
gradient.
3.2.2. Raman Beams
The light for the Raman beams is delivered by a polarization maintain-
ing fibre with both frequencies ω1, ω2 sharing the same linear polariza-
tion. A beam-expander (60FC-T-4-M200-37 by Schäfter+Kirchhoff) is
used, where the light is allowed to expand freely after leaving the fibre
and is collimated by an achromatic lens to an 1/e2-diameter of 29.5 mm,
when using a fibre with a numerical aperture NA(5%) = 0.09. The lens is
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Figure 3.7.: Small flux in the magnetic shield due to remnant magnetiza-
tion and residuals of typical background fields in a technical environment.
Measured with a fluxmeter and separated through flipping the shield.
designed to give a wavefront aberration of λ/20 over the aforementioned
aperture, while the beam diameter is chosen to minimize stray light and
wavefront perturbations caused by the beam clipping at various openings
of minimal ∅ = 40 mm in the vertical beam-path through the appara-
tus.
The collimated beam enters and leaves the vacuum-system through 50 mm
diameter optical flats with an antireflection coating specified to better than
0.25 % at 780 nm, parallelism better than 1′ and wavefront aberration bet-
ter than λ/20. The windows are mounted in soft indium seals and are
15 mm thick in order to minimize beam perturbations caused by stress or
bending.
Below the lower window a λ/4-plate (Laser Components, QWP0-780-
20-4, zero order, flat to λ/10, 10-5 scratch-dig) is mounted in front of a
vibration-isolated high-quality mirror (BFI Optilas, λ/20, 10-5 scratch-
dig), from where the beam is reflected back to the beam-expander. An
additional λ/4-plate, which can be shifted into the optical path between
beam-expander and upper window, will lead to a σ+-σ+ configuration for
a pair of co-propagating beams. These can be used to drive Doppler insensi-
tive Raman transitions when the back-reflected beams are blocked.
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The Raman beams have a power of 40 mW each, which gives pulse
lengths of 22 µs (pi/2) and 44 µs for the rectangular envelope required by
theory. As the velocity-selective pulse was set to be of Gaussian shape with
σ = 56 µs (intensity), the remaining Doppler spread of the atoms is well
within the Fourier width of the Raman pulses, ensuring that all atoms are
equally addressed during the interferometer.
Wavefront Aberrations
The optics involved were chosen to give minimal deviation from perfect
plane waves for the Raman beams, but the small perturbations still present
need some consideration nonetheless. With wavefront radii large enough
to neglect the effect of beam propagation over the dimensions of the ex-
periment, the phase errors induced by co-propagating beams will be the
same and thus cancel. In the case of counter-propagating beams this
holds only for wavefront errors caused by optical elements present in both
beams. Those due to the lower window, the lower quarterplate and the
mirror, which are traversed only by the retro-reflected beam, are discussed
here.
The simplest form of wavefront aberrations are curvatures over the full
aperture, centred on the optical axis, and are considered here, as the treat-
ment is straight-forward. The maximal error for the optical elements
used in the Raman beams is specified to be less than δ = λ/20, which
is equivalent to radii of up to some 1000 m for the given beam diameter.
The phase difference imprinted into the atom by two counter-propagating
beams with curved wavefronts is equivalent to that caused by only one
beam carrying the difference in curvature, quantified by δ0 at a radius w0
(compare figure 3.8). As the beam is reflected back by a mirror, the errors
due to any optical element traversed twice will count doubly, thus giving
δ0 ≈ 2
∑
α
δα + δmirror, (3.4)
where δα of each optical element has a sign depending on the orientation
(up or down) of its induced curvature for a beam passing through it in a
fixed direction. In the situation at hand with two elements (lower window
and retarder plate) plus the mirror, cancelling can not be expected, thus
errors significantly larger than that of a single element are to be consid-
ered.
For δ0  R the spherical wavefront can be approximated by a paraboloid
and the deviation at a certain distance w from the optical axis can be
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written as
δ ≈
(
w
w0
)2
δ0. (3.5)
When following a single atom through the interferometer sequence and
omitting the small splitting of the trajectories, the additional phase shift
due to wavefront curvature can be expressed as
∆φwfc =
2pi
λ
δ0
(w(t1)
w0
)2
− 2
(
w(t2)
w0
)2
+
(
w(t3)
w0
)2 . (3.6)
Noting that a cut through a paraboloid of revolution in a plane parallel
to the central axis will give an intersection congruent with the revolved
parabola maps the two-dimensional case to a one-dimensional problem.
With the ti being equally spaced by T and the movement of the atom in
a plane perpendicular to the z-axis being given by a constant velocity vlat,
the expression from above reduces to
∆φwfc = 2pi
δ0
λ
2 (vlatT )2
w20
, (3.7)
which is remarkable for the fact that the phase shift an atom experiences
is independent of its initial position.
For laser cooled atoms the distribution of their horizontal velocities is
fixed by the temperature of the cloud after optical molasses. To estimate
the effect of wavefront curvature on gravity measurements, the contribu-
tion of all atoms detected after the interferometer sequence is to be av-
eraged. In a simple model the atoms are thought to start from Gaussian
distributed points in a disc centred on the optical axis after the cooling
beams have been shut off. After time Tˆ , during which their horizon-
tal movement is unaffected by the Raman pulses, the atoms are interro-
gated by fluorescence detection in a circular area of suitably chosen radius
D.
The averaged phase shift is most conveniently expressed as a complex
amplitude factor. Due to the axial symmetry the integrals over starting
points and velocities can be reduced to 1D-integrals, which gives
Awfc =
∫∞
0
∫∞
0 γ(r, v)ρ(r, v) exp
[
i2piδ0
λ
2 (vT )2
w20
]
dv dr∫∞
0
∫∞
0 γ(r, v)ρ(r, v)dv dr
(3.8)
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where
ρ(r, v) = exp
[
−12
(
r
r0
)2]
r exp
[
−12
(
v
v0
)2]
v. (3.9)
To reflect that not all atoms with velocity v originating in a point with
distance r from the axis will be within the detection area at t = Tˆ an angle
γ is introduced (compare figure 3.8) as
γ(r, v) :=

0 if |r − vTˆ | > D
2pi if r + vTˆ < D
arccos

(
vTˆ
)2
+ r2 −D2
2vTˆ r
 else. (3.10)
For r0 = 2.5 mm, Tˆ = 0.7 s and δ0 = pi/10, numerical integration gives the
result depicted in figure 3.9, where the averaged phase shift is shown as
a function of the radius of the detection area for various temperatures of
the cloud. With D presently being approximately 4 mm the accumulated
phase shift would be about 11 mrad, which is equivalent to 1 × 10−9 in g
and thus too high for the targeted accuracy. As the overall phase grows
almost linearly with the small wavefront deviations at hand, the situation
can be expected to deteriorate significantly when possible local curvatures
several times as high are considered.
It should be noted that the error does not vanish if the detection radius
is reduced to zero. This might be puzzling at first glance but is understand-
able when looking at atoms which enter the detection area from outside its
diameter with finite velocities. Other techniques to reduce the phase error
would be to lower the temperature, to shrink the initial diameter of the
cloud or to minimize the time between Raman pulses or between launch
and detection. All these solutions would necessitate large modifications of
the apparatus—e. g. to reach significantly lower atomic velocities far more
involved cooling techniques like Raman sideband cooling [91] are needed—
or would have a negative impact on interferometer performance—as e. g.
cold collisions induced by high atomic densities. Mapping of and correcting
for phase deviations of the Raman beams will therefore be a necessary step
in order to reach highest accuracy.
The simple model sketched above does not account for wavefront distor-
tions other than small uniform curvatures. In practice there are various
other perturbations to be dealt with, where those caused by small scat-
terers seem especially cumbersome. Dust particles do inevitably find their
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2
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Figure 3.8.: a) The difference of two wavefronts curved due to imperfect op-
tical elements can equivalently be expressed by a single curved front. b)
Atoms sample the curvature at three points equidistant in the horizontal
plane. c) Look at detection area from above showing the integration variables.
way onto optical surfaces, leading to complicated fringe patterns (com-
pare [48]). It is shown in the cited reference that interference formed by
many of these scatterers (speckle) will not lead to observable phase shifts
in the interferometer. This might be interpreted as the effect of averaging
over a large set of random fluctuations experienced by the atoms mov-
ing in and out of zones with positive or negative phase lag between Ra-
man pulses, which results in a mean departing little from the unperturbed
value.
It is therefore the effect of only a few scatterers which is most concerning.
As developed in [61] the perturbation caused by a small diffusive scatterer
in one of the Raman-beams can be estimated as an Airy pattern spreading
spherically from the scatterer’s position, which is superimposed onto the
the beam. The shift experienced by an atom in the central Airy disk during
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Figure 3.9.: Averaged interferometer phase shift due to wavefront curvature
of the Raman beams. The temperatures shown are equivalent to velocities v0
of the atoms of 1/2, 1, 2 and 3.7 times the recoil velocity of 5.9 mm/s.
a Raman pulse is then given by
∆φscat =
a2(∆x)2
2λd2s
keff (3.11)
where a w0 is the radius of the particle, ds its longitudinal distance from
the atom and ∆x the lateral offset of the atom from the optical axis, for a
particle centred in the beam. For an estimate of the interferometer phase
shift it is sufficient to consider only a scatterer on the top window disturbing
the downward pointing Raman beam, as the effect drops off with the square
of the distance between particle and atom.
The problem is treated similarly to that of uniform curvatures. To ac-
count for a scatterer off the optical axis, the averaging integral needs to
be swept over the angles β and γ (compare figure 3.10), then reading
Ascat =
∫∞
0
∫∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
∫ γ(r,v)
−γ(r,v) ρ(r, v) exp
[
i∆φˆscat
]
dγ dβ dv dr∫∞
0
∫∞
0 2piγ(r, v)ρ(r, v)dv dr
. (3.12)
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Figure 3.10.: Top view of detection area showing the integration variables
used in the estimation of the effect of a single scatterer in the Raman beam.
where the phase perturbation is due to three light pulses (splitting of the
paths is again neglected)
∆φˆscat = ∆φscat(t1)− 2∆φscat(t2) + ∆φscat(t3). (3.13)
A slight modification to the phase-factor is necessary to reflect the position
of atom and scatterer, where the latter is rs apart from the optical axis
∆φscat = exp
[
−14
r2s − r2
r2beam
]
a2rrs2
2λd2s
keff. (3.14)
The exponential entering the phase gives the amplitude-ratio of the light at
the positions of scatterer and atom, which together with a factor a2/(dsλ)
determines the relative strength of the Airy pattern compared to the Ra-
man beam. Numerical evaluation for a particle with a = 20 µm and the
pi-pulse situated 15 cm from the top window then gives the result depicted
in figure 3.11. For a scatterer on the optical axis the phase shift is accept-
able, but grows to cumbersome levels with the particle moving outwards
due to the comparatively strong curvature of the perturbation. Shifting
the fountain away from the window strongly lessens the error due to the
sensitive dependence of ∆φscat on ds, but this effect is compensated quickly
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by growing the scatterer. Dust particles with a radius larger than 100 µm
are not uncommon—especially under field conditions—which would give
rise to impermissible errors in gravimetric measurements. Therefore con-
siderable effort has been made to encapsulate all elements of the optical
path the Raman-beams take after leaving the fibre.
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Figure 3.11.: Interferometer phase shift experienced by an atom due to a
small scatterer on top window perturbing the Raman beams. While the radius
of the detection area does have a small influence, variation of temperature is
of negligible effect.
Gouy Phase
Two points on the optical axis far away from and on opposite sides of the
waist along a Gaussian beam show a phase difference of pi additional to the
phase accrued due to beam propagation. In terms of the Rayleigh range it
can be expressed as
ζ(z) = arctan
(
z
z0
)
. (3.15)
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For the Raman beams originating in the same beam expander and one
being reflected from a mirror, the atoms see a phase shift which can
be expressed in terms of the Gouy phase of the unreflected beam alone
g(z,∆z) = ζ(z)− ζ(z + ∆z). (3.16)
Here ∆z is two times the distance between atoms and mirror if both beams
are assumed to share the same focal plane. The net effect due to the Gouy
phase is then
∆φGouy = g(z1,∆z1)− 2g(z2,∆z2) + g(z3,∆z3). (3.17)
The Rayleigh range of the Raman beams is 900 m and other typical exper-
imental parameters are ∆z1 = 1.528 m, ∆z2 = 1.988 m and ∆z3 = 1.39 m
for which (3.17) evaluates to 1.76 mrad at z = 0 close to the extremum.
This indicates that the Gouy phase is only of minor concern in order to
reach the targeted accuracy.
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Figure 3.12.: Error caused by the Gouy phase as a function of the position
of the pi-pulse with respect to the waist of the downward pointing Raman
beam.
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Beam Alignment
The direction in which the interferometer is sensitive to accelerations is
given by the wave vectors of the Raman beams. For small deviations θ
from perfectly parallel alignment, the interferometer phase can be written
as
∆φ = g·keffT 2 = gkeffT 2 cos θ ≈ gkeffT 2(1− θ2). (3.18)
It is easy to see, that in order to achieve an accuracy ∆g/g of 10−10, θ must
be less than 10 µrad. Up to a factor of two the same holds for parallel align-
ment of the retro-reflected beam with the incident one.
fibre
corner cube
liquid paraffin
CCD
Figure 3.13.: Principle of the procedure used to align the Raman beams
vertical and parallel. By overlapping the focii on the CCD-chip through tilting
of the beam-expander, verticality is achieved. For clarity, not all beams are
drawn.
To ensure proper orientation of the beams a beamsplitter can be inserted
between Raman beam expander and vacuum system to make use of a
dedicated alignment tool permanently fixed to the set-up. 50 % of the
incident light is directed onto a hollow corner cube, which reflects the light
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back onto the beamsplitter under an angle specified to be less than 5 µrad.
The two sides of the beamsplitter are specified to be parallel better than
10 µrad, deflecting the light passing through it by less than 5 µrad1. A
plano-convex lens with a focal length of 200 mm is used to focus the light
onto a CCD-chip, salvaged from a simple webcam. The excellent quality of
the wavefronts allows for a focal waist close to the Rayleigh-limit of 2.5 µm,
which about matches the pixel size of the chip. This configuration provides
an easy way to control the alignment of the beam down to approximately
20 µrad from the picture taken by the camera.
A cup filled with liquid paraffin replacing the mirror on top of the vibra-
tion isolation stage below the vacuum system acts as a horizontal reference.
The low viscosity of the fluid along with the reduced effect of vibrations
allows to locate the focus of the light reflected from its surface and directed
onto the CCD-chip by the beamsplitter to about a pixel. Making the focal
points of both beams coincide thus guarantees good vertical alignment of
the Raman beam. Putting the mirror back in its place and adjusting its
tilt as to overlap the foci again results in both Raman beams being parallel
within the requirements.
The procedure is limited by the wedge of the lower vacuum window of less
than 1′ which gives an upper bound on verticality of about 150 µrad. This
is clearly insufficient to achieve the desired accuracy, but provides a good
starting point to optimize vertical adjustment. Tilting the pair of Raman
beams will result in the measured value of g being a parabolic function of
the tilt angle, which allows to identify the correct setting [48].
A tilt sensor (Applied Geomechanics, 756-1129) fixed to the mirror from
beneath allows for continuous monitoring of both tilt axes with 1 µrad
precision and thus for corrections of the variations caused by the somewhat
wobbly vibration isolation. The rigid fixture holding the Raman beam
expander and attached parts on top of the experiment (compare figure 3.19)
was designed to provide a stiff base immune to deflection and vibrations.
Plates of wooden laminate material were used to further promote stability
and to minimize ringing, which is a problem with all-metal structures.
Regular inspection of the Raman optics showed no significant tilt for the
upper optics within the limits of the alignment tool over the course of
multi-day measurement campaigns.
1For an optical flat with a small wedge made from most common materials, the de-
flection angle can be estimated to be roughly half of the wedge angle.
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3.3. Detection
The outputs of the interferometer are read out when the atoms fall back
into the central chamber (compare figure 3.1). For this purpose a sim-
ple fluorescence scheme is implemented, where the two hyperfine states
are successively addressed by resonant laser light and a fraction of the
scattered photons are collected onto a photomultiplier tube. From the
ratio of the integrated signals the interferometer phase can then be ob-
tained.
3.3.1. Optics
The detection light is delivered through a fibre from where it passes a
quarter-wave plate and is otherwise allowed to expand freely. An achro-
matic lens with focal length of 250 mm is used to collimate the beam to a
1/e2-diameter of 50 mm, which gives a large central area with almost uni-
form intensity in order to minimize spatial dependency of the detection.
The actual diameter of the detection beam is set by an iris diaphragm
positioned between fibre and lens and a series of baffles after the collima-
tor is used to catch most of the light diffracted at its rims. The beam
is then steered through the chamber in a horizontal plane and reflected
back by a mirror on the opposite side to balance light forces acting on the
atoms.
Light scattered by the cloud is distributed isotropically in all directions
for circular polarization of the detection beam. A solid angle of≈ 4pi/100 sr
is sampled by two plano-convex lenses mounted back-to-back as close to the
vertical axis as possible in a dedicated viewport perpendicular to the ones
used to deliver the detection light. The combined focal length is chosen
as to image the cloud with unity scale onto a slit mounted in front of a
photomultiplier tube (PMT). During measurements, beam diameter and
slit aperture are set to select a central volume of 8× 8× 8 mm3 of the cloud
in order to minimize systematic effects. Attached to the viewport opposing
the PMT is a horn-shaped light dump which gives an almost completely
dark background. Along with the measures to avoid stray light from the
detection beam, this results in a residual signal of the PMT limited by
photons scattered from thermal background vapour.
In order to assess the background-signal, which can be as high as the
interferometer signal, the detection scheme described in the following para-
graph is implemented twice: a first sequence is applied when the atoms
returning from the interferometer zone are in front of the PMT, and a
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second measurement is taken 20 ms later when all atoms from the initial
MOT have left the detection area. Simple subtraction then separates the
background from the interferometer signal.
During detection, two pulses of light 400 µs long and red-detuned by
1 MHz to the (F = 2 ↔ F ′ = 3)-transition are separated by 50 µs of
repumper (F = 1 ↔ F ′ = 2). This pattern subsequently samples the
fraction of atoms in |F = 2〉 and then all atoms as those left in |F = 1〉 are
transferred to the other hyperfine ground state during the middle pulse.
The intensity is set to the saturation intensity, which results in the PMT
receiving about 60 photons from each atom in resonance. Even for low
quantum efficiencies it is thus ensured that determination of the ratio of
atoms is not limited by photon statistics. The short pulse-lengths were
chosen to prevent optical pumping, which would otherwise result in atoms
being transferred to |F = 1〉 during detection pulses and consequently a
bias in the observed ratio of atoms.
3.3.2. Electronics
The PMT is a Hamamatsu R10699 with a specified quantum efficiency of
10 % at 780 nm and an active area of 8× 24 mm2, mounted in a magnetic
shield. The attached voltage-divider was modified such that the photo-
cathode can be shortened to the second dynode at the signal of a TTL-
pulse in order to prevent saturation effects during MOT-phase with its
excessive light levels. The photo current is transduced by a Hamamatsu
C7319 pre-amplifier unit with a bandwidth of 200 kHz to voltages of a few
volt. This signal is then sampled with 400 kHz and 16 bit resolution over
a range of 20 V and stored for further processing.
3.4. Vibration Isolation2
The interferometer is built to measure very precisely the acceleration ex-
perienced by the atoms with respect to the mirror beneath the vacuum
chamber, as the latter fixes the frame in which the phase of the effective
wave vector is to be described. The measured acceleration thus equals
local g only if the mirror is resting with respect to the masses which
2This component of the fountain set-up was developed together with Christian Freier
and is part of his diploma thesis [92]. Much of the benefit drawn from the vibration
isolation is due to his excellent work.
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are the cause of said gravity3. An important source of erroneous move-
ments of the mirror are vibrations of the supporting floor—mostly due
to technical noise abundantly present in human environments, but also
of natural origin in the form of microseisms caused by ocean waves and
wind.
The relevant spectrum ranges from roughly 30 mHz given by the lower
end of predominant frequencies found in wave patterns and goes up to a
about 10 Hz defined by the finite bandwidth of the interferometer’s sensi-
tivity (compare figure 2.4). Accelerations in this frequency band are readily
measured with high precision by commercially available seismometers and
can in principle be removed retrospectively from gravity data [93, 94]. How-
ever, it was found to be more reliable and efficient to reject acceleration
noise during measurements. This is done by placing the mirror on top of
a vibrationally isolated stage formed by a passive spring system enhanced
with an active feedback loop to lower its eigenfrequency. A similar system
was employed in an earlier gravimeter and proved to be a key component
to reach competitive performance [95].
Common vibration isolation systems are based on the observation that a
mass coupled elastically through a spring to a moving foundation will follow
the motion with progressively lower amplitude for frequencies higher than
the (highest) eigenfrequency of the oscillatory system formed by spring
and mass. The simple example of a mirror suspended from a tension spring
could in principle be applied to the task at hand. But to reach a sufficiently
low eigenfrequency a spring over 250 m long would be needed, which does
not agree well with the constraints of a mobile apparatus. Instead, a device
had to be designed to fit into the available space of about 40× 40× 30 cm3
and be rugged enough for field use.
3.4.1. Mechanics
The foundation of the system is the commercial isolation stage 50BM-10
by MinusK Technology, measuring 30× 30× 12 cm3 and weighting about
16 kg. Utilizing a patented mechanism it features a vertical resonance as
low as 0.5 Hz for masses of up to 25 kg on top of its platform. In order to
3As Earth itself is a rather wobbly affair if looked at scrupulously, it is hard to tell what
exactly the reference should be to which the mirror is to be tied. To the best of the
author’s knowledge "local gravity" is in practice defined as the effect left over when
all known sources of error are removed. This approach in turn seems somewhat
flawed by not always fully established conventions of what to count as error; see
discussions related to "permanent tide".
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be soft enough to give the desired low eigenfrequency while at the same
time supporting the isolated mass against gravity in a tight vertical space,
the spring system needs to be highly non-linear. The spring constant is
low only for deflections in a limited region around equilibrium and grows
rapidly with larger displacements. As for accelerations due to typical en-
vironmental noise a range of a few millimetres is sufficient, very compact
overall dimensions are possible.
spring
voice coil
payload
wobbly table
tilt pad
leaf spring
Figure 3.14.: Schematics of the commercial vibration isolation modified for
active feedback. By setting the compression stress on the springs, the platform
can be adjusted for different payload mass and vertical resonance frequency.
Two voice coils were added symmetrically to the central spring as controllable
actuators.
The working principle relies on balanced forces generated by a verti-
cal compression spring to countervail gravity and a symmetrical pair of
leaf springs mounted horizontally, which put an adjustable compression
stress on a joint at the upper end of the vertical coil. For a fully hori-
zontal alignment of the leaf springs their anti-parallel forces cancel, while
for small deflections they counteract the force exerted by the compres-
sion spring. This happens with an almost linear dependence on depar-
ture from equilibrium position, effectively lowering the vertical spring con-
stant.
In figure 3.15, the characteristic curve for several eigenfrequencies is
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given. While with care resonances even lower than 0.4 Hz are achievable,
the system exhibits a growing tendency to drift from equilibrium position
towards one of the ends of the soft range as the springs react to minute
changes of their temperature and creep in the system. This limits the use-
ful interval of settings to above 0.6 Hz if long-term stability is needed. For
the isolation platform being part of the active feedback loop an even higher
frequency of 0.8 Hz was chosen to diminish hysteresis and other nonlinear
effects which otherwise might compromise feedback characteristics. A mod-
est hardening of the spring system for greater elongations was found useful,
though, to limit run-away caused by transients.
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Figure 3.15.: Elongation vs. force exhibited by the negative-stiffness mech-
anism employed in the vibration isolation. Pronounced hysteresis appears
when the system is made softer to obtain lower eigenfrequency. Wiggles in
the curves are an artefact caused by the platform "bumping into" the spring
becoming swiftly stiffer.
The isolation stage also features suppression of horizontal vibration by
means of supporting a rigid plate on top of four thin rods at its corners.
This inverted-pendulum configuration—nick-named a "wobbly table"—re-
lies on the restoring force exercised by the rods clamped at both ends
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when deflected in the course of the plate departing from its horizontal
equilibrium position. Originally the rods were fabricated as to provide
a natural frequency of about 1.5 Hz for supported masses close to 25 kg.
Upon request the manufacturer provided custom rods which produce a
resonance at 0.5 Hz for a similar mass. This helped in alleviating cross
coupling effects found to occur at larger horizontal amplitudes excited if
the horizontal eigenfrequency of the platform coincided with resonances of
the building at 1.7 Hz.
Mounted in between the "wobbly table" and the top plate is a pad of
visco-elastic polymer roughly 4× 4× 1 cm3 in size. It is promoted as "tilt
pad", suggesting that its purpose is the suppression of oscillatory tilt modes.
Additionally it was found to be crucial in damping noise due to eigen-
modes of the vibration isolation between 10 and 50 Hz which otherwise
would badly compromise isolation performance. Albeit the effect on tilt
stability—important for the performance of the interferometer—is detri-
mental, its benefits were found to outweigh its drawbacks. Therefore initial
tilt of the top plate has to be nulled by careful positioning of the masses and
subsequent creep is to be monitored with a tilt-sensor.
A second effect of the tilt pad is an additional sharp resonance produced
at 100 Hz. While direct implications for the interferometer are negligible
this is still cumbersome since the connected phase shift limits the feedback
gain applicable for frequencies larger than a few Hertz. Until a remedy
is found, the effect needs to be incorporated into the model from which a
design of the active vibration isolation system is to be derived. Evaluation
of the response to oscillations stimulated by the voice coils suggests, that it
can be best described as a hysteretically damped oscillator with a transfer
function
G(ω) = ω20
1 + i tan(β)
ω20(1 + i tan(β))− ω2
. (3.19)
where the parameter β was derived from fits to be 0.17 rad [92].
To enable active control of the platform, two voice coils (PBA, ∅16 mm,
length when in central position is 31 mm) were mounted between base
and upper end of the vertical isolation stage (compare figure 3.14) sym-
metrically to the compression spring. Their combined force exerted at a
maximum coil current of 1.5 A is 6 N, much larger than the 200 mN esti-
mated to compensate for residual accelerations in the frequency band up to
100 Hz acting on a mass of 20 kg. An additional LVDT sensor (Solartron
OP6) placed in another corner allows for friction-less monitoring of the
vertical displacement with micrometre resolution.
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An integral part of the feedback loop is a Güralp CMG-3VL seismometer
customized to provide a flat acceleration response of 2 kV/(ms2) over the
range of 0.003–100 Hz on top of the MinusK-platform. The seismometer is
a uni-axial sensor with a cross coupling rejection of > 65 dB and equiva-
lent self-noise below what is found at the seismologically quietest sites on
Earth. Its cylindrical housing made from mild steel measures 101.6 mm in
diameter and 208 mm in height. Mounted to its upper end in a tube fitted
to a stable kinematic mirror mount is the retro-reflector assembly com-
prising the mirror with quarter-wave plate and the tilt-sensor, compare
figure 3.18.
To prevent cross-coupling of residual horizontal and tilting accelerations
into the seismometer signal, careful alignment is necessary. The naive ap-
proach would be to place the seismometer exactly vertical in the middle
of the platform. But it was found in earlier work [95], that the position
of the actual sensor inside the housing is slightly asymmetric. By subject-
ing the seismometer to tightly controlled angular motions it was confirmed
that for this specimen the sensitive axis is indeed centrosymmetric. The
seismometer was also tested for sensitivity to horizontal motions, which
revealed a disconcerting angle of 18 mrad, by which the device had to
be tilted to minimize cross-coupling. Consultation with the manufacturer
disclosed the possibility of severe misalignment during assembly, which
an improved design of the seismometer is expected to forbid in the fu-
ture.
3.4.2. Feedback Loop
The bare vibration isolation as bought from MinusK is described well as
an under-damped spring-mass system with a natural frequency of here
0.8 Hz. Vibrations of lower frequency will pass through essentially unsup-
pressed while for higher frequencies the amplitude decreases initially with
ω−2 and above a frequency depending on the amount of damping (typically
2pi ∗ 10 Hz) with ω−1. This gives a mean attenuation of only a factor 10
in the important range from 1 to 10 Hz and even an amplification of the
vibrations close to resonance. To extend the band over which transmission
is decreased—which simultaneously lessens the transmitted amplitude in
aforementioned range—an active feedback loop was implemented. The un-
derlying idea is to measure the residual accelerations on the platform and to
apply a proportional force counteracting the force of the spring, effectively
lowering its spring constant k. This is the feedback control analogue to
the negative stiffness technique realized in the MinusK-platform by purely
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mechanical means.
In mathematical form this principle is readily expressed as
(1 +K)z¨ + 2γω0(z˙ − z˙g) + 2Hω0z˙ + ω20(z − zg) = 0 (3.20)
which basically is the well-known differential equation of a harmonic oscil-
lator at position z with viscous damping, where position (zg) and motion
(z˙g) of the supporting ground with respect to a fixed reference are ac-
counted for. ω0 = k/m denotes the unperturbed resonance frequency and
γ the damping ratio which is rather small (typically < 0.1) for the Mi-
nusK platform. Two terms have been added to reflect the influence of
feedback: Kz¨ is due to the force Fa = −mKz¨ exerted by the voice coils
to counter-act the mechanical spring, and a second term according to a
force Fv = −2mω0Hz˙ needs to be introduced to adjust viscous damping.
The latter is necessary as without, the damping ratio of the system in-loop
would be γ˜ = γ/(1+K), leading to excessively sharp resonances. The new
unperturbed eigenfrequency can be expressed as ω˜0 = ω0/
√
1 +K, which
is exactly the desired result.
For K,H being constants, the feedback-loop would easily be realized
with the help of a simple amplifier and an integrator switched between seis-
mometer and a voltage-controlled current source to drive the voice coils.
The situation becomes more complicated with the high proportional gain
K ≈ 300 necessary to achieve the targeted reduction in resonance fre-
quency. As signals inevitably suffer from phase shifts caused by the very
nature of platform, seismometer and voice coils when passing through the
loop, some frequency components will not be attenuated but amplified,
since the corresponding feedback is nearly in phase with the perturbation.
This leads to unwanted oscillations for certain amplitude conditions, typi-
cally when the closed-loop gain is close to or larger than unity. Therefore,
to achieve maximum performance, careful design of the feedback param-
eters is necessary. The goal is to raise the gain maximally over a range
as wide as possible, but to keep it low where the phase shift approaches
or exceeds ±pi. This task has been undertaken and described in [92] and
yields the result shown in figure 3.16.
The gain becomes a complex-valued function of frequency and substi-
tutes the parameters K and H. The resulting open-loop transfer function
shows the combined effect of the seismometer, processing filters to im-
plement the gain function and voice coils together with the response of
the mass actuated by the isolation platform. As its phase shift always
stays within safe operation limits in the range of frequencies with feed-
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Figure 3.16.: Bode plots of calculated transfer-functions and designed gain
of the vibration isolation. In order to prevent positive feedback, the gain needs
to be a function of frequency with careful tailored phase response. When
the feedback-loop is closed the vibration isolation features a predicted cutoff-
frequency of 0.03 Hz.
back gain > 1 (between grey vertical lines) the closed feedback-loop is
stable.
3.4.3. Electronics
The found gain function is a series connection of several filters—a high-
pass and three lag compensators—which in principle could be executed
in analogue circuitry. However, it is much more convenient to implement
the functionality in software, which also gives higher flexibility and the
possibility to record data for monitoring purposes.
To this end, the seismometer signal is fed to a National Instruments
compactRIO-system. It comprises a real-time kernel running on a 400 MHz
CPU and a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) backplane. The FPGA
module features an AD converter which samples the seismometer signal
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Figure 3.17.: Comparison of the power spectral density of vibrations without
attenuation ("floor") and with passive and active isolation stage. Performance
of the commercial platform alone is excellent for higher frequencies but suffers
from a strong resonance close to 1 Hz which is successfully suppressed by active
feedback. Data taken by C. Freier.
with 1 kHz and 24 bit resolution. The obtained data stream is processed
by an infinite impulse response filter (IIR) derived from the gain function
by means of the bilinear transform and implemented in the FPGA to guar-
antee stable timing. Feedback of the filter response to the voice coils is done
via a 16 bit DA-converter actuating a voltage-controlled current-driver.
The IIR-filter is supervised, and can be altered live, by a monitor program
running on the real-time system. This part of the software also contains
the heuristics necessary for handling switch-on and transients and can even
recover from failure e. g. due to external disturbances. The resulting system
is self-contained and—once started—fully autonomic to prevent interfer-
ence from other controlling systems. If desired, however, it is possible to
interact with the real-time system via ethernet.
The current driver for the voice coils was designed to give low-noise bi-
polar output of up to 2 A with a bandwidth of 1 kHz. This is larger than
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the relevant frequency range of the feedback-loop by a factor of 10 and
guarantees that phase shifts are negligible, making this device one of the
longingly desired "set-and-forget"-type.
Suppression of vertical floor vibrations is documented in figure 3.17.
While the passive isolation alone is efficient in reducing accelerations on the
platform for frequencies higher than 4 Hz, its narrow resonance produces a
cumbersome amplification of vibrations around 0.5 Hz. The active feedback
integrated into the system is highly effective in subduing the resulting
oscillations and extends the range of attenuated frequencies by two decades
down to 0.03 Hz. For frequencies higher than a few Hertz the performance
is close to the original systems as feedback gain trails off. It should be noted
that the curve for the active vibration isolation was obtained in-loop and
thus does not necessarily reflect the actual residual vibrations experienced
by the mirror on top of the seismometer. However, corresponding results
from gravimetric measurements strongly suggest equivalent reduction in
erroneous accelerations, compare sub-section 4.1.1.
3.5. Fountain Set-up and Mobility
During the MOT, as well as the free flight phase, the atoms have to be con-
served from collisions with thermal atoms e. g. from background vapour as
this is equivalent to a loss of the effected particle. This requires ultra-high
vacuum of the order of 10−9 hPa or lower, necessitating particular attention
during the design of the transportable chamber.
Pumping is achieved by a commercial ion pump (Varian Star Cell, 20 L/s
at flange) and a titanium sublimation pump realized in a vertical tube
with ∅70 mm and a height of 280 mm attached on opposite sides to the
central chamber. The latter also acts as kind of a gate-way with the
UHV-valve for external access mounted to its upper end. These types
were chosen for being vibration-free and—in the case of the sublimation
pump—being capable of sustaining the vacuum for at least several days
without electrical power. Their combined pumping speed at the central
chamber is estimated to 20 l/s when conduction losses are taken into ac-
count.
Most parts of the system were made from titanium alloys, which are
known for their good vacuum compatibility, excellent mechanical proper-
ties, low density and a magnetic permeability close to unity. Together with
the choice of other building materials to be aluminium and stainless steel of
the variant EN-1.4406, which also feature low magnetic permeability, the
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Figure 3.18.: Vacuum system and attached parts necessary to generate an
atomic fountain and perform gravimetric measurements. The set-up is shown
from two angles. The parts of the experiment which provide laser light and
microwave along those needed for controlling are housed in separate trolley
frames.
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vacuum system can be considered almost amagnetic, perturbing only mini-
mally any magnetic flux needed to control the atoms.
Welding is cumbersome with titanium due to the high reactivity of the
material to oxygen and the resulting embrittlement. It was unavoidable
with the tube forming the interferometer zone and needed the attention of a
company specialized to this task. With the MOT-chamber and the central
chamber this technique could be avoided by milling each from a single block
of titanium alloy, which also gives compact outer dimensions. A constraint
of the bulk-method is that 3 mm of wall thickness should not be under-
run to avoid possible leakage through small voids. These inevitably form
during casting in the rods used as starting product.
Of special concern were the many view-ports necessary for optical ac-
cess to the atoms. Commercial products of the desired optical and mag-
netic properties are expensive and often rely on soldering the glass piece
to a metal sleeve, which can introduce mechanical stress and birefringence.
Additionally, the flanges holding the window need to support further equip-
ment fastened to them, which forbids the use of copper-gasket sealed CF-
flanges. As the copper yields to the induced stress, leaks might form, which
could compromise vacuum to an unacceptable level.
Instead, an approach was used where optical flats are pressed into a soft
metal seal sitting in flat recesses machined into the chambers. The window
cap holding the glass in place is bolted firmly to the chamber in this pro-
cess, enabling it to carry high loads. An improved technique—described
in appendix B—was developed, with the potential to outperform similar
methods in the future. However, due to technical problems and tight sched-
ules, sealing the windows to the chamber with soft indium wires [96] was
used instead.
One of the drawbacks with indium is its low melting point of 157 ◦C,
which prohibits high bake-out temperatures and necessitates additional
care when cleaning and preparing the vacuum parts. After several weeks of
baking at 145 ◦C the residual pressure could be lowered to a few 10−10 hPa.
An integrated leak rate of less than 10−10 hPa l/s, together with a pumping
speed of 20 l/s, ensures that pressure returns to similar levels even after
flooding the chamber with Rb-vapour at pressure levels typically ten times
as high during multi-day measurement campaigns.
The vacuum system along with the attached optics and auxiliary parts
has a mass of≈ 80 kg. In order to be easily transportable it is mounted on a
trolley frame build from aluminium profiles (ITEM Building Kit System)
of similar mass running on air-filled heavy-duty wheels. Due to its low
centre-of-mass the complete package is handled smoothly by two people
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Figure 3.19.: Fountain set-up mounted in a dedicated undercarriage. The
vacuum system is supported only at the central chamber close to the centre
of mass of the complete package, leaving the MOT assembly free to be tilted
to ensure vertical alignment of the atomic fountain.
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under more difficult circumstances and can be moved easily by a single
person on hard, level surface.
Validation of mobility was done during moving of the work-group from
the city to Adlershof, a campus situated in the outer rims of Berlin. The
whole operation went hassle-free and showed the set-up fit for transporta-
tion in an ordinary truck with very good stability of vacuum. Deployment
at a new site involves only levelling—which is done by propping the trolley
on three adjustable feet—and vertical alignment, reconnection of power,
signal lines and optical fibres and establishment of the vibration isolation.
With some exercise this procedure can be accomplished in a few hours,
enabling regular relocation of the apparatus. Future enhancements could
even lead to automation of many of these tasks, which would reduce the
effort of setting-up to pushing a few buttons.
3.6. Gravity of Fountain Set-up
With the mass of the interferometer apparatus approaching 160 kg, the
question of the magnitude of gravity induced by the experiment itself
springs to mind. As this systematic effect can hardly be modulated and
thus separated from others, it is most useful to calculate the necessary cor-
rection. The task at hand is made comparatively easy by the circumstance
that almost all parts of the real set-up have their virtual counterpart in-
cluded in a comprehensive CAD-model (compare figure 3.19) as the result
of the design process.
Still, with about 700 parts (not counting a few hundred screws) of
roughly 250 different types, manual estimation would be tedious at best.
To automate the process, the CAD-assembly was transformed to an AP
214 variant of the STEP-model. STEP is meant to be an abstract repre-
sentation of all aspects of a product and an open standard promoted by
the ISO. AP 214 is a subset especially useful to describe three-dimensional
geometries and assemblies thereof. To this end, a product—here the atom
interferometer—is represented as a tree with the root node being the com-
plete set-up and subsequent nodes constituting sub-assemblies. Conse-
quently, the leaf nodes are the single parts from which the apparatus is
built and are given in the form of a boundary representation (BREP), that
is their boundary as a set of simple surfaces and lines. Each branch of
the tree not only acts as the connection between its ends, but also gives
information of how to position the children by means of rotations and trans-
lations with respect to the position of the parent.
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Figure 3.20.: Tree representation of fountain apparatus. Every end-point
represents a single part while intermediate nodes stand for sub-assemblies.
E. g. the MOT-assembly can be identified in the right half of the diagram by
its six-fold symmetry.
A simple parser was written which crawls the tree to first extract a list
of unique parts and subsequently builds a database with their material, oc-
currences and according positions in the 3D-set-up and extracts the BREP
to be saved into a separate STEP file. In a subsequent step, the BREP of
each part needs to be transformed into a representation suitable for esti-
mating its gravitational effect. A convenient way to do so is to fragment
the volume enveloped by the BREP into a set of polyhedra, a technique
named mesh generation. As it is widely used in finite element methods, a
range of powerful tools is available for this purpose.
The program of choice is gmsh [97] for being open-source, user-friendly,
scriptable and potent. While optimal mesh generation in two dimen-
sions is a solved problem, the same does not hold for three-dimensional
bodies, making some interaction from the user indispensable. However,
it was found that with irregular meshes of tetrahedra generated by the
MeshAdapt-algorithm in 2D and extended with the Frontal-algorithm to
3D, only minor tweaks were necessary to perform the task to a satisfactory
level in an automated batch-process, for all but a few parts. Mainly some
caution is needed with three-dimensional objects having surfaces which
feature some kind of singularity, like cones, where—for the purpose of ini-
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Figure 3.21.: (left) part of the interferometer used for test of mesh quality.
The material is aluminium. (middle) mesh build from tetrahedra. (right)
representation of the point-masses used for calculation (volume is to scale with
the mass). Please note that to enhance clarity, the depicted mesh is chosen
coarser than those employed for gravity estimation.
tial 2D-triangulation—the tip cannot be easily mapped to a rectangular
parameter space along with the rest of the lateral surface. In such cases
the remedy is to alter the CAD-file accordingly.
As each single part from the CAD-model represents a piece made from
homogeneous material, its gravity at a given point is simply approximated
as the sum of the effects induced by each of its fragments. Here, the
deviation of the gravity potential of any tetrahedron from that of the cor-
responding point-mass needs to be considered as a source of error. For a
point far away from the object it can be expected to vanish, but in the
situation at hand at least some parts of the fountain apparatus are "close"
to the path of the atoms. To get a feeling for the magnitude of the error,
the gravity induced by a fairly irregularly shaped piece (see figure 3.21) of
the apparatus at a distance of 100 mm, comparable to that of the objects
closest to the atoms (not including the vacuum tube and enclosing cylin-
drical parts), was evaluated for different mean volume of the tetrahedra
constituting its approximating mesh.
When comparing the convergence of the estimated gravitational attrac-
tion with that of the overall mass of the object (see figure 3.22), it becomes
clear that most of the discrepancy at any mean size of the tetrahedra is
due to the falsely estimated volume of the object. The error made by
approximating the tetrahedra as point-masses is only a secondary effect,
and also becomes less important with shrinking volume of the fragments
as seen from the ratio of the errors. As most other parts of the set-up are
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Figure 3.22.: Total mass and acceleration computed for the test-piece with
varying coarseness of the mesh and scaled to limit value. Both quantities con-
verge with growing number of tetrahedra (shrinking mean mass), but the ratio
of the quantities close to unity reveals, that the main effect is an improvement
in the estimation of the part’s volume and thus mass.
further from the atoms and more regularly shaped, it seems sufficient to
chose a mean mass of the tetrahedra of 10 mg to obtain an upper bound
on the error of 0.5 %. This approach takes into account that parts made
from less dense materials e. g. aluminium will also contribute less to the
gravity of the apparatus and hence are allowed a slightly larger error bud-
get.
When meshing the parts of the apparatus, the chosen mean volume
proved also to be the limit feasible with reasonably capable hardware,
as more voluminous and complicated parts needed 4 GiB of RAM during
processing. The resulting mesh contained up to 106 tetrahedra for the
larger parts (e. g. the MOT-chamber) and a total of 2×107 for the complete
apparatus.
In a next step, the gravitational acceleration exerted by each building
part was calculated. To this end the corresponding set of point-masses was
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Figure 3.23.: Gravitation caused by the apparatus at the location of the
interferometer. Positive values of the Z-component refer to downward
acceleration.
rotated and positioned as to occupy the proper place in space, and its at-
traction was calculated from Newton’s law for a rectangular grid of points
filling the tube on top of the fountain. The result was stored into a database
for further analyses. As an example, the 20 most important sources of
(vertical) gravity are identified and depicted in figure 3.24. Not too sur-
prisingly, it is the magnet of the ion pump close to the interferometer-zone
with a mass of a bit more than 6 kg, which has the largest effect. As it
accounts for less than 20 % of the overall acceleration, modelling of the
whole apparatus is still important.
For the zone where the interferometer takes place, the combined effect—
averaged over an inner area of ∅16 mm—is plotted in figure 3.23. Mostly
due to the ion pump, a horizontal acceleration is present at the lower end.
As the interferometer is only sensitive in the vertical direction, and as the
Z-component is much larger, it is neglected in subsequent treatment. How-
ever, the vertical component needs further consideration as its magnitude
is well above the targeted accuracy of 5 nm s−2.
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Figure 3.24.: Shown are the ten predominant sources for upward (blue) and
downward (red) acceleration exerted by the apparatus at the location of the
interferometer sequence. Together they provide for 51 % of the erroneous
gravitational effect.
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Figure 3.25.: Difference in the trajectories of the upper path with and with-
out the additional gravity of the apparatus. A small splitting of 0.007 nm in
the end-points when compared to the analogue for the lower path would not
be visible.
The evaluation of the deviation in g is split into a part originating from
light-interaction and another connected to free evolution. The perturbed
trajectories are calculated as a simple numerical approximation of the
movement of the atom subjected to an acceleration
g = g0 + gfountain(z), (3.21)
where g0 = 9.80665 m/s2. The part from free evaluation is estimated as
the discretized action integral with the Lagrangian
L = m
(
1
2 z˙
2 −
∫ z
z0
g(z)dz
)
(3.22)
over the loop of the perturbed trajectories closed with a small non-classical
piece. The resulting effect in measured g is always < 0.1 nm s−2 and further
omitted. The deviation connected to a slightly altered position of the atoms
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during light pulses is calculated as
δg = ((zup(T )− zup(0))− (zlo(2T )− zlo(T ))) /T 2 − g0, (3.23)
where zup, zlo denote the upper and lower path. The resulting effect for
various T and various heights h above the lower end of the interferome-
ter tube is given in table 3.1. As most of the deviation is caused in the
region where the atoms are slower, and thus stay longer, the erroneous
acceleration is mostly dependent on the position of the apex. A maximum
value of 20.7 nm s−2 is obtained for the lowest apex (only possible for a
rather short T = 200 ms), which places this effect among the moderately
important systematics, but still one of those necessary to pay attention to.
variable T variable h
T [msec] δg [nm/s2] h [mm] δg [nm/s2]
160 18.3 370 20.7
170 18.3 385 20.2
180 18.4 400 19.9
190 18.4 415 19.7
200 18.5 430 19.6
210 18.5 445 19.6
220 18.6 460 19.6
230 18.6 475 19.6
240 18.7 490 19.5
250 18.7 505 19.4
260 18.8 520 19.1
270 18.9 535 18.7
Table 3.1.: Effect of gravity of the apparatus. T is the spacing between
Raman pulses and h the height of the apex above the lower end of the inter-
ferometer tube. The values were obtained for fixed height h = 540 mm and
T = 200 ms respectively.
As seen before, the error in approximating the gravitational effect of
the apparatus due to the finite size of the tetrahedra is less than 0.5 %.
The actual positions of the parts are known with similar accuracy. So
the largest source of error is connected to wrongly estimated densities of
the materials (e. g. the compound of some alloys is not precisely known)
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and—most importantly—the uncertain geometry of the commercial parts.
While some companies—like VAT, the supplier of the vacuum valves—
provide detailed CAD-drawings4, others fail to do so. Namely Varian, the
manufacturer of the ion pump, gives only very vague information about the
dimensions and materials of their products. While some effort was put into
estimating the geometries and masses of pump body and attached magnet
an uncertainty of 10 % still needs to be assumed. For all other parts an
error of 5 % in the density is assigned, which gives an overall uncertainty
of 6 % connected to the values shown in table 3.1.
3.7. Laser
The tool with which the atoms are manipulated, and which ideally would
also be the only influence acting on them besides gravity, is the laser light
applied during the various phases of a single interferometer shot. This
requires highly stable and versatile laser sources with tight control over
their spectral qualities, and the ability to precisely determine when and
how much light is administered. Moreover, the system used to generate
and shape the light needs to be mobile and rugged in order to fulfil the
specifications of an instrument for field use.
A suitable implementation was developed in the course of the work done
by Malte Schmidt in pursuit of his doctorate and is described in great detail
in his thesis [70]. Therefore, only a summary of the main characteristics is
given in the following section.
3.7.1. Optics
Cheap diode laser (Sharp GH0781JA2C), commonly used in optical PC
drives, were chosen as the source of coherent light for their availability,
compactness, good modal and reasonable optical properties at wavelengths
close to the desired 780 nm. They deliver 120 mW of light at currents of
up to 170 mA, with a linewidth around 100 MHz determined by the short
length of their optical medium of about 250 µm.
In order to properly address the atomic resonances and especially to
establish a high-quality phase-lock between the Raman lasers, the spectral
qualities of the diodes need considerable improvement. To this end, the
4Some caution seems advisable here. It is not an uncommon practice to deliberately
insert errors into publicly available drawings in order to make reverse engineering
more difficult.
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Figure 3.26.: Level scheme of the D2-transition of 87Rb and the laser fre-
quencies used in the atom interferometer. Based on a figure by M. Schmidt.
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diodes are incorporated into an external resonator formed by the back
facet of the diode and an additional piezo-controlled mirror 80 mm apart,
brought together in a thermally stabilized block of aluminium. A narrow
interference filter inserted into the light path ensures mono-mode oscillation
with only minimal displacement of the laser beam. This design—dubbed
an interference-filter stabilized External-Cavity Diode Laser (ECDL)—was
first described in [98] and is highly suitable for very compact and rugged
laser sources. It is the basic building block of the three distinct laser
modules used in the interferometer.
The greater length of the cavity reduces the linewidth to  100 kHz.
By simultaneously adjusting piezo length and diode current a mode-hop-
free tuning range of over 9 GHz is achieved, spanning a spectral range
including the D2-resonances of both 85Rb and 87Rb. By modulating the
current alone, this range shrinks to 60 MHz but with a possible bandwidth
of up to several GHz.
One of these improved laser sources is locked to an atomic resonance
by means of Modulation Transfer Spectroscopy [99], where for technical
reasons the F = 3 ↔ F ′ = 4-transition in 85Rb was chosen. Using digital
phase-locks, the other lasers are bound to this reference, which enables
to bridge the substantial frequency gaps between different types of light
used for the experiment (compare figure 3.26). Special emphasis was put
on isolating the reference laser from thermal and mechanical disturbances
and on making the spectroscopy lock highly stable.
During the MOT and for the beamsplitters several hundred milliwatt
of light are needed. These are generated in a Master-Oscillator-Power-
Amplifier (MOPA) configuration where a fraction of the ECDL-light is
used to seed a Tapered Amplifier (Eagleyard Photonics). Proper mode-
matching allows to draw up to 1 W of light from these semi-conductor
devices, from which with some care around 60 % can be fed into an optical
fibre. Two separate pairs of MOPAs are used, one provides the light needed
for cooling, state selection and detection and the other that for the Raman
lasers.
Switching and shaping of light pulses is done with AOMs driven by fre-
quencies of 80–200 MHz. This range is conveniently addressed by Direct
Digital Synthesis (DDS), a versatile frequency generation technique avail-
able pre-packed in dedicated integrated circuits. The technique allows for
highly precise and flexible control over the timing and the frequency of laser
light at different points in the experiment, and is the basis on which the
control-system of the experiment is founded (see next section). Voltage-
variable attenuators in the rf-paths feeding the AOMs enable fine-grained
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modulation of the amount of light diffracted by the acoustic wave and thus
shaping of the light pulses.
To meet the demands for a compact system, the laser set-up was split
into four modules, each at most 42× 42× 10.5 cm3 in size. The splitting
was based on functionality, so that sub-systems for the reference laser,
cooling- and detection laser, Raman laser and switching and apportioning
were formed. The light is distributed between the modules and to the
experiment by means of polarization maintaining fibres, which helps greatly
in decoupling the different systems. The compact dimension were made
possible by miniaturized optics developed for the QUANTUS project [100],
adapted for the needs of the interferometer.
Figure 3.27.: Pictures of the miniaturized optics (right) used for the laser
system (mounted inside a rack, to the left). The two racks also contain the fre-
quency reference, electronics, control system and power-supplies and—along
with the fountain set-up depicted earlier—form the complete atom interfero-
meter. The combined mass of both racks is estimated close to 200 kg and up
to 1 kW of electrical power is needed for operation. Photos courtesy of M.
Schmidt.
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3.7.2. Raman Phase Lock
Of crucial importance for the sensitivity and accuracy of the interferometer
is the phase-lock between the pair of Raman lasers which drive the matter-
wave beamsplitters. Together with Marco Prevedelli from the Università de
Bologna, an ultra-stable control-loop was developed as described in [101].
For this purpose, the light of the two MOPAs in the Raman-module is
overlapped in an optical fibre for spatial mode-cleaning and to prevent
pointing-instabilities. After the fibre, a small fraction is directed onto a
fast photodiode, which gives a beat-signal close to the desired splitting of
6835 MHz.
The beat is mixed down to about 90 MHz and compared to the signal
of a DDS at the same frequency by a low-noise phase-frequency-detector
(On Semiconductors MC100EP140). The resulting error signal with a SNR
of 121 dB/Hz is fed to a slow conventional PI-controller, which sets diode
current and piezo voltage of the slave Raman-ECDL mainly for frequency
compensation, and to a 30 MHz-fast phase-control path, which modulates
the current of the laser diode directly. By careful tailoring of the circuitry
a locking-bandwidth of 4 MHz was achieved, which keeps any detrimental
resonances of the control-loop well above the range of 100 Hz to 60 kHz,
where the interferometer is most sensitive to noise in the Raman beams.
Consequently, the phase noise spectral density of the closed loop could
be limited to less than 1 µrad/
√
Hz in this band (compare figure 3.28).
Additionally, the high agility of the loop allows to chirp the difference
frequency between the Raman beams in order to compensate for gravity
induced Doppler shifts (required rate ≈ −25.1 MHz/s) by simply altering
the reference-frequency provided by a DDS.
3.8. Frequency Reference, Timing and Control
The working principle of the interferometer can be summarized as the
ability of the atoms to very precisely accumulate the phase of the light
field experienced at three specific points in time. From this picture it
becomes clear that the corresponding frequencies as well as the timing of
the light pulses have to be known with high accuracy in order to reach the
goals set for the gravimeter.
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Figure 3.28.: Phase noise spectral densities of the quartz and that of the
frequency chain used to scale its frequency to 6.8 GHz. Also depicted is the
phase noise spectral density of the optical phase lock loop (OPLL) of the
Raman lasers. Figure courtesy of M. Schmidt.
3.8.1. Frequency Chain
The basic clock of the experiment is a combination of two ultra-low-noise
quartz oscillators: a 5 MHz Wenzel Blue Top to which a 100 MHz Wenzel
SC Premium is locked in a Spectra Dynamics DLR-100 system. This way,
the excellent short-term stability depicted in figure 3.28 is achieved. To pre-
vent long-term drifts in the Blue Top, it is bound to a 10 MHz-GPS-signal
with sub-Hertz bandwidth, which in turn profits from the characteristics
of a world-wide network of atomic clocks.
To provide all other frequency references used in the interferometer
(mostly 400 MHz for the DDS), as well as the microwave frequencies nec-
essary for Raman phase-lock and state-preparation, a frequency chain de-
veloped by the group of Arnaud Landragin at SYRTE in Paris [93] is em-
ployed. The 100 MHz of the Wenzel SC Premium are doubled and then ex-
panded to a harmonic series with multiples of 200 MHz by a comb generator
(Picosecond Pulse Labs LPN 7100). Finally a dielectric resonator oscilla-
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tor (Raditek RDRO-A-M2-6.8-14d-18V-E-a1) is phase-locked with an offset
of 55.32 MHz provided by a DDS to the 34th harmonic, resulting in the
6744.68 MHz necessary for the OPLL discussed above.
To assess the limitation to the interferometer’s sensitivity given by the
fluctuations of frequency reference and OPLL, the sum Sφ of the spectral
noise densities given in figure 3.28 weighted with the gravimeter transfer
function is summed, which gives the variance due to Raman phase noise
Var(φRaman) =
∞∑
n=1
|Hφ(2pinfc)|2Sφ(2pinfc) ≈ (6.0mrad√Hz )
2. (3.24)
The uncertainty of 6.0 mrad/
√
Hz corresponds to a standard deviation
per shot of 6.9 nm s−2, which is well below the noise induced by vibra-
tions.
3.8.2. Control of the Experiment
The operation of the interferometer as a gravimeter is a rather complex
task, where a variety of sub-systems need to be actuated with high reliabil-
ity and accuracy. All manipulating of the light (shaping and switching of
laser pulses as well as setting the exact phase and frequency) is done with
AOMs, which in turn are controlled by DDS and voltage-variable attenu-
ators in their rf-path. These again are addressed by voltage signals from
a bank of computer-controlled I/O-boards, capable of generating and re-
ceiving digital and analogue signals. As these systems are essential for the
quality of the gravimeter a short description of the developed techniques
is given in the following sub-section.
The DDS used are AD9959 from Analog Devices which provide up
to four independent frequencies. Their phase noise power spectral den-
sity at AOM-frequencies around 100 MHz is specified to be better than
−134 dBc/Hz for an offset of 1 kHz from the carrier and dropping to
−154 dBc/Hz for offsets larger than 1 MHz. Assuming a relevant band-
width of 50 MHz for the rf-signal affecting the light in the AOM, this
gives a rms phase error5 of ≤ 200 µrad, which is negligible compared to
other noise sources. These numbers hold for a clocking given by an ex-
ternal high-quality reference6 of close to 500 MHz fed to the chip directly,
avoiding any internal clock multiplier. The DDS feature a frequency tun-
5The conversion from phase noise PSD to phase noise spectral density is simply
L(δf)(dBc/Hz) = Sφ(δf)− 3dB, compare [102].
6Here provided by the frequency chain.
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ing resolution of at least 0.12 Hz and 2× 14 bit resolution in phase offset
over a range of 2× 2pi, along with the ability to phase-continuously chirp
the frequency with set-able rates. All settings can be programmed to the
internal registers beforehand and triggered with fixed latency by CMOS
signals.
The DDS are incorporated in Novatech models 408B and 409B which
provide for additional filtering (smoothing) of the outputs and for pro-
gramming of the AD9959 over a RS-232 interface. The 409 features a
table mode where the DDS is put through a programmed sequence of fre-
quencies and amplitudes of all four channels, while the 408 makes use of
only one channel as to avoid deteriorating of the signal due to crosstalk
between outputs. All devices were slightly modified to allow for trigger-
ing of the table steps (409) or phase shifts (408) by directly feeding digital
pulses to the Analog Devices chip in order to avoid jitter caused by the No-
vatech circuitry. Up to 12 channels of three 409s provide general-purpose
frequency signals to address less critical tasks in the laser system, while
two 408 are solemnly used to control the frequency chirps and phase shifts
needed in the Raman phase-lock.
Except for programming of the DDS all other parts of the experiment—
mostly shutters in the laser beams and switches and attenuators in the rf
paths—are controlled by precisely timed voltage signals. These are gener-
ated by National Instruments I/O-boards (1×DAQ M 6259 and 2×DAQ
M 6229), with a total of 64 digital and 32 16 bit-wide analogue outputs
updated at a rate of maximal 4 MHz when dedicated channels are used.
These cards are housed in a PXI system of the same vendor and controlled
by an embedded computer system NI PXI-8196 (Pentium M 2 GHz, 2 GiB
RAM) running Windows XP.
Developing (2.3) for small time variations δT yields
δφ = keffg2TδT. (3.25)
The effect of jitter—and more importantly—latencies and drifts need to
be limited below the rms-noise per shot and targeted fractional accuracy
respectively. For the more stringent requirement of accuracy this translates
to an uncertainty of
2δT
T
< 5× 10−10 (3.26)
which is equivalent to a deviation δT < 57 ps from T = 230 ms. For the jit-
ter a much higher limit of 2.3 ns (rms per shot) is valid. While the stability
of the frequency reference as the basic clock is guaranteed to exceed these
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specifications, timing of the Raman laser pulses within these limits is a
non-trivial task. This is especially true for a timing system which needs to
be highly versatile and configurable in order to allow for quick adaptation
in the course of research and prototyping.
To circumvent the notorious timing instabilities of modern PC operat-
ing systems, a scheme was adopted where all triggers are generated by a
clock-system fully implemented in hardware. To this end, the I/O-boards
mentioned above are tethered to a trigger pulse generator written into
a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) (NI PXI7951) housed in the
same PXI system as the controller and I/O-boards. By exploiting the
highly stable trigger lines with fixed latency featured by the PXI system,
the digital pulses needed for triggering external events can be generated
with exceptional stability. This was verified by measuring the difference
in arrival time of the raising edge of subsequent TTL-pulses generated by
one of the I/O-boards with a Pendulum CNT-90 timer/counter, clocked
by the same external reference. The resulting deviations, both random
and directional, from nominal timing were well below 50 ps limited by the
resolution of the counter.
The desired flexibility is achieved by implementing the trigger pulse gen-
erator with a double counter structure. While one counter is processing a
list of points in time at which specified trigger lines are fired to cause the
I/O-boards to output the desired voltage signals, the other counter is fed
with a new data-set. Similarly, both the DDSs as well as the I/O-boards
are supplied with new instructions during the 600 ms-long MOT-phase,
when all settings of the experiment are static. After the MOT, counters
are switched automatically and the timing hardware runs fully autonomous
until the next MOT-phase, with zero dead-time between shots. This way,
stable timing unaffected from OS glitches is ensured, while almost the
same flexibility is obtained as with a system implemented solely in soft-
ware.
The timing hardware is the lowermost layer in a hierarchically organised
control system. As depicted in figure 3.29, the superordinate layers are
written in LabView and run parallel to each other in the Windows OS.
Communication between different parts is done through FIFOs and a mes-
saging system, which ensures a proper sequence of interdependent steps in
the otherwise asynchronous execution. This approach was chosen to allow
prompt reaction to user input while being able to guarantee timely repro-
gramming of the hardware layer. It is also robust against some temporarily
failure modes, e. g. denied storage access due to high OS disc activity. In
this particular case, data to be saved is piled up in the FIFOs until writing
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Figure 3.29.: The system used to control the experiment is organized in
several layers. Situated at the bottom is the hardware, which autonomously
operates the interferometer during each shot and is only reprogrammed in the
static MOT phase. With ascending layers, the timing data gets more and
more abstracted and is easily configured by the user through graphical user
interfaces at the top. Data acquisition and storage are parallelized and run
partly on different computer systems.
to the disc is possible again, without impairing the regular cycle of the
gravimeter.
The middle layer is used for general house-keeping, initializing the other
parts and communication with the timing hardware. The superordinate
layer is responsible for user-interaction and management of the central
data-structure: a list of time-spans, during which a digital or analogue
signal is to be output through an associated hardware-channel. As the
beginning and end of each pulse can be referenced to other pulses, func-
tional blocks in the fountain sequence can be organized. These might shift
in time according to e. g. an extension of the MOT duration, in order to
reposition all subsequent steps. This way, a highly flexible description of
the interferometer cycle is obtained, which allows for easy variation of cer-
tain parameters—e. g. height of the apex—without the need to manually
alter all dependent time-steps.
A separate part of the program is dedicated to read and process sensor
input brought in through the digitizers incorporated in the I/O-boards.
Most importantly this is the interferometer signal, but also includes tilts,
temperatures, residual vibrations on top of the isolation stage and other
environmental data which might affect gravimeter performance. This infor-
mation is stored in a MySQL-database in human-readable form along with
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all details of the sequence for further reference. The interferometer response
is also exposed to other parts of the control system to enable feedback loops
necessary for the course of the experiment.
3.8.3. Measuring Scheme for Gravity
For small phase shifts ∆φ in the interferometer, the fraction of atoms left in
the initial sub-state is described by the simple formula
P(F=2) =
1
2 (1 + C cos[∆φ+ ∆φ0]) , (3.27)
where C relates to the contrast of the fringe and ∆φ0 describes a potential
phase offset needed in data analysis. Conversely, ∆φ can be fixed within a
range of [0, 2pi) from the ratio of atoms deduced from the detection signal.
This is used to monitor small modulations in g, while the main part is
given by a linear chirp applied to the reference frequency to which the beat
between both Raman beams is compared. From the chirp an equivalent
phase offset can be calculated as
φ0 = ν˙T (T + 2τ), (3.28)
where ν˙ ≈ −25.1 MHz/s. A factor of 12 is lifted as the chirp shifts both
Raman lasers in opposing directions.
As part of an absolute measurement of g, the correct value for ν˙ needs to
be found. This can be done by observing, that for imperfect cancellation of
the Doppler-shift induced by gravity, the resulting phase can be expressed
as
∆φ = (ν˙ − gkeff)T (T + 2τ) (3.29)
which, according to equation (3.27), leads to a shift of the observed fringe
pattern when T is changed. Consequently, the correct chirp rate is found,
when the fringe pattern is stationary with respect to a variation of T , as
shown in figure 3.30. This is done manually before each long-term gravity
measurement.
After initially obtaining the correct chirp rate, further variations in g
must be kept track of. This is accomplished in the topmost layer of the
control system which adjusts chirp rate and Raman phase so as to cancel
any observed changes in ∆φ. However some subtleties need to be ad-
dressed.
From equation (3.27) it is evident, that the interferometer is least suscep-
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Figure 3.30.: Fringes obtained by scanning the chirp rate for multiple inter-
ferometer timings. Only for the rate which exactly cancels the gravitational
Doppler-shift, the interferometer phase ∆φ becomes independent from varia-
tions in T .
tible to small phase changes at the point where ∆φ is cancelled. To regain
maximal sensitivity it is necessary to add and subtract pi/2 in subsequent
shots to the specific Raman phase which perfectly balances the gravita-
tional effect. This results in a pattern where the interferometer "hops" back
and forth between the mid-range points of the slopes of the fringe. When
the main noise source is independent of the quantum projection noise, a
factor
√
2 in sensitivity is gained this way, equivalent to the ratio of the
first derivative at the slope to the mean of the derivative over the complete
cosine. An additional advantage is an increased robustness against varia-
tions in the fringe contrast and moderate drifts in a vertical offset, which
otherwise might be interpreted as gravity changes.
The overall measurement process is split into several sections. First, a
full fringe is scanned by altering the Raman phase in the second half of the
interferometer sequence in small steps over the course of 72 shots. By fitting
equation (3.27) to the obtained series, contrast and central phase ∆φ0 are
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extracted. In a following section, the gravimeter alternates between right
and left slope of the fringe, where at each point the small error of the central
phase—mainly caused by noise and gravitational tides—is estimated from
δφ0 ≈ ±
(
arccos
[ 1
C
(
P(F=2) − 12
)]
− pi2
)
, (3.30)
with the sign being dependent on the side of the fringe where the measure-
ment was taken. δφ0 is used as the error signal in a software feedback-loop
consisting of an integrator with typical time-constants of 30 s and a weak
proportional element. The output is the adjusted estimate of the cen-
tral phase, which in turn is used to calculate the next "hop". When due
to tidal variation ∆φ0 approaches pi, the chirp rate is altered as to zero
the central phase, while the state of the feedback-loop is adapted to the
discrete phase jump. For each shot, the parameters of the Raman phase-
lock and the interferometer response as read from the PMT electronics
are saved to the database. As these quantities contain all obtainable in-
formation about the acceleration experienced by the atoms, the measured
value becomes independent of the actual implementation and state of the
control-loop.
After 15 min of data-taking, the direction of keff is reversed by inverting
the chirp rate as to cancel a range of systematic effects [61], most impor-
tantly frequency dependent phase delays in the microwave electronics [48].
With the adjusted chirp the initial scan as well as the subsequent "hopping"
is repeated until 15 min later, when the whole scheme is started all over
again. This way a continuous time-series of local gravity possibly spanning
several days is obtained. An analysis of such data is found in the following
chapter.
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While the gravimeter is not yet developed to a point where all limiting sys-
tematic effects are fully understood, it is nonetheless possible to make high-
precision measurements comparable to other state-of-the-art instruments.
A valuable evaluation of its characteristics is made possible by comparing
gravity data obtained with the atom-interferometer to that from a FG5
measured at the same site. This discussion can be found in a later section
of this chapter, while in a first part noise and the resulting limitations to
achievable sensitivity are analysed.
4.1. Noise
As the cloud of atoms subjected to the interferometer is an incoherent set
of quantum systems, the measurement of the occupation of the hyperfine
ground states suffers from full quantum projection noise [103], which ul-
timately limits the achievable SNR in the interferometer signal to 1/
√
N ,
where N is the number of atoms.
After launch, the cloud consists of roughly 3 × 108 atoms, which are
reduced by a factor of 23 through velocity selection, and another factor of
3 by rejecting atoms in the wrong magnetic sub-state. That leaves 4× 106
atoms for detection, from which about 3.5 % are situated in the detection-
volume of 8×8×8mm3 due to thermal expansion of the cloud. The resulting
number of 1.4×105 is equivalent to a SNR of 370. From this ratio a per-shot
precision in the measured interferometer phase of
σproj =
C
SNR
≈ 1.3mrad (4.1)
can be deduced, where C is again the fringe contrast.
However, with the current detection being based on a PMT, this SNR
might be difficult to reach.1 This comes as the noise of photomultiplier
1To alleviate the situation an improved detection technique is currently being devel-
oped, where the atom number is deduced from the absorption signal found in the
detection laser in comparison to an unaffected beam. This balanced measurement
enables rejection of technical noise intrinsic to the laser [104] and should allow for
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tubes for the relatively high light levels involved has a strong component
independent of the signal, which is mostly due to gain variations connected
to environmental effects and hysteresis. Based on experience by other work-
groups, a SNR >200 can nonetheless be expected for typical detection
times.
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Figure 4.1.: The raw interferometer- and background-signal as obtained dur-
ing detection, shown with the deduced response of the cold atoms alone.
To assess the actual SNR, the detection signal as depicted in figure 4.1
is evaluated. As described in section 3.3, the signal consists of two time-
series of 400 samples each, one covering the pass-through of the atomic
cloud, while the other measures the background alone. To recover a zero
signal after subtraction with no cold atoms present, it was found necessary
to multiply the second set with a factor of 0.95, which is attributed to
thermal effects in the AOM used to switch the detection beams. From
the difference of the series, the fraction of atoms in |F = 2〉 is obtained
by taking the mean of the ratio of samples in the windows where the
projection-noise limited detection of 105 to 109 atoms. Some further details can be
found in [92].
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fluorescence signal is maximal and flat. For the analysis, the edges of the
detection pulses were trimmed, as these might be susceptible to hysteresis
effects in the PMT.
Calculating the standard error of the mean for the raw signal in each
detection pulse, prior to subtraction of the background, yields a fractional
uncertainty of 2.4× 10−3, which can be translated to a SNR per detection-
pulse of ≈ 400 due to signal-fluctuations alone.2 This is consistent with
the performance expected from a PMT, further supported by the obser-
vation that the noise is non-white but shows clear signs of strong low-
frequency components, often found in noise generated by technical equip-
ment.
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Figure 4.2.: Typical Interferometer fringes obtained with T = 230 ms for the
case of Doppler-insensitive (left) and Doppler-sensitive (right) Raman tran-
sitions and fitted cosine. The standard deviation σratio of the residuals plotted
below is 0.011 and 0.02 respectively, yielding a SNR of 80 and 18.
2It might be puzzling at first, that the obtained SNR is higher than allowed by quantum
projection noise. Here the quantum nature of the system is not a limitation, as it
only concerns the ability to determine the ratio of atoms in different sub-states, not
the quality of the fluorescence signal.
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Computing the ratio of atoms according to the recipe from above com-
bines the noise from all pulses and lowers the SNR per shot to about
100 (signal amplitude is halved during background elimination, 4 pulses
contribute). This is indeed what can be observed in fringe data (see fig-
ure 4.2) when the influence of vibrations is suppressed by employing a
Doppler-insensitive scheme, where co-propagating beams drive the Raman
transition. Here the SNR—scaled by the fringe contrast of 80 %—is 80,
which allows to identify the PMT-noise as one of the candidates to limit
achievable interferometer performance above what is given by quantum
projection noise. When scaled to the contrast of the Doppler-sensitive case,
this results in a per-shot precision of the gravimeter
σgrav =
σratio
CkeffT 2
≈ 65nm s−2 (4.2)
equivalent to a fractional uncertainty of 6.6 × 10−9 in g, when measuring
at the slope.
4.1.1. Measured Noise
As can be seen in figure 4.2, in the case of Doppler-sensitive Raman-
transitions the noise is roughly doubled. This can best be deduced from a
continuous time-series obtained according to the scheme discussed in the
previous chapter. Depicted in figure 4.3 is the part of one measurement sec-
tion (single direction of keff) where the interferometer switches between the
slopes of the central fringe. The residuals exhibit mostly white noise and
little modulation of the averaged value as revealed by the added LOESS
smoother3. The resulting resolution of 160 nm s−2/
√
Hz is substantially
better than what can be expected from classical gravimeters (see next sec-
tion) and is competitive with recently reported performance of other atom
interferometers [59]. However, as the obtainable resolution depends on
site-specific noise a direct comparison with other gravimeters is necessary
in order to fully specify the performance.
Further insight is gained from a spectral analysis of the residual accel-
erations in a gravimetric measurement spanning 18 h, which is given in
3This method adds a curve by point-wise fitting a simple polynomial to an adjustable
span of the neighbouring data weighted by their distance. Throughout this work
polynomials of degree two and a span of 75 % is used, as implemented as default in
the statistical computing environment R [105]. Here the intention of the smoother
is only to ease perception of modulation hidden in the data; therefore further details
are omitted.
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Figure 4.3.: Typical time-series of gravitational data with only tides and the
mean subtracted. The depicted standard deviation translates to an equivalent
resolution of 158 nm s−2/
√
Hz or ∆gg = 1.6× 10−8 /
√
Hz.
figure 4.4. The data was corrected for tides, polar motion, air pressure
and effects connected to the direction of the effective wave vector, where
after its power spectral density (PSD) was estimated. Please note that no
further de-trending was necessary to reach the depicted long-term stability.
A side-by-side comparison with the PSD obtained from the accelerometer
signal on top of the vibration isolation stage shows that the gravimeter
is essentially unaffected by environmental noise for frequencies lower than
0.1 Hz. The flat noise floor extending to the left is consistent with the
standard deviation found in the time series from figure 4.3, which further
supports the assumption of white noise in the measurements, caused mainly
by perturbations at higher frequencies. Accordingly, it can be concluded
that the rejection of vibrations by the isolation stage at low frequencies is
good enough to allow for even better performance.
The integrated accelerometer noise, weighted with the sensitivity of the
interferometer, reveals that the strong microseisms present close to 0.1 Hz
have a dominant influence on gravimetric noise. As these perturbations
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Figure 4.4.: Power Spectral Density of noise in the gravimeter data and
accelerations on top of the vibration isolation. Of special concern are the
microseisms around 0.1 Hz and the spike at 0.7 Hz—the repetition rate of the
experiment—and its higher harmonics. The inset shows the square-root of
the cumulative sum of the accelerometer-PSD weighted with |Hacc|2.
are somewhat coherent, their effect on longer time-scales is diminished
slightly through averaging, and consequently the noise drops off at lower
frequencies.
Suppression of environmental vibrations is excellent from there on to
higher frequencies, but a pronounced peak at 10 Hz is just within the
sensitive range of the gravimeter. In total, the small contributions from
frequencies higher than 5 Hz, likely caused by technical sources in the
building, are negligible due to the high rejection featured by the isolation
stage.
As the accelerometer signal was measured in-loop, the obtained PSD
does not necessarily reflect the real situation with highest accuracy. While
the qualitative agreement is good enough to suggest it is indeed a truthful
rendering of actual conditions, some caution seems advisable concerning
the exact amplitude of the residual vibrations. If the small peak found
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in the PSD of the gravimeter signal at 0.1 Hz is assumed to be produced
exclusively by the microseisms seen in accelerometer PSD, then a correc-
tive factor of 1.6 needs to be applied. This is consistent with the fact
that a total noise contribution of σacc. = 70 nm s−2, together with the noise
from detection, is insufficient to explain the standard deviation found in
figure 4.3. However, if the accelerometer signal is amplified by the factor
given above—then amounting to σacc. ≈ 112 nm s−2—the root-mean-square
of both contributions exactly recovers the noise figure found in gravimetric
measurements.
In summary, the considerations given above allow to identify environ-
mental vibrations as the relevant limit to currently achievable resolution
at sites as noisy as a laboratory in a busy physics department. In general,
locations dedicated to high-precision gravimetric measurements are much
quieter, so higher performance can be expected there. Performance might
then be limited by detection noise.
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Figure 4.5.: Acceleration signal on top of the vibration isolation averaged
over approximately 40000 shots. The modulation is probably caused by the
influence of the switched MOT coils acting on housing and sensor of the
seismometer in the time span [0, 0.6] s.
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Another look at the PSD of the accelerometer reveals a disturbing fea-
ture at frequencies related to the repetition rate of the experiment and its
higher harmonics. This effect is better approachable in the time domain,
when the accelerometer data is cut into segments of the length of one shot
synchronized with the gravimeter sequence. When all pieces are averaged,
a signal as depicted in figure 4.5 is found.
This disturbance is most likely connected to the switching of the MOT-
coils close to the accelerometer. The effect is probably two-fold: a first
contribution comes from the accelerations caused by attraction of the steel
container housing the accelerometer to the coils, which should mostly be
rejected by the control loop. A second part can be assumed due to the
impact of the magnetic flux on the sensor inside the accelerometer, causing
erroneous acceleration signals, which in turn provoke a reaction of the
feedback loop.
As the exact mechanism of the generation of this signal is unclear, as
well as its exact amplitude, a reliable estimation of the necessary correction
of measured gravitation is difficult. In the lack of a better approach, a
value of −10 nm s−2 is assumed, the mean of the depicted signal during the
time interval when the interferometer sequence is applied. However, the
problem should be eliminated in the near future, when a magnetic shield,
planned to surround the experiment except for the vibration isolation, is
installed.
4.2. Gravity measurement
In late November and early December 2010, a first long-term gravimetric
measurement was carried out at the physics department of the HU Berlin in
Adlershof (specific characteristics of the site can be found in appendix A).
Data was taken over a period of three weeks, during which some smaller
technical problems concerning the laser, as well as the control system, could
be identified and lifted, leading to a final measurement starting the fifth
of December and spanning 15 hours. The resulting series of gravitational
data is depicted in figure 4.6. Here, each 15 min-section of data is split
into 6 points; one from the initial scan over the whole fringe and five from
subsequent "hopping". The gap around midnight was caused by a laser
running out of the range of its control loop and subsequent failure of the
lock.
As can be seen, variations in g as predicted from theory are followed
closely. The solid line given in the top section is the prediction and fitted
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with an offset as the only free parameter. The result of the fit is the
estimate of local gravity and amounts to
g = 9812640796, 2 nm s−2. (4.3)
A closer look at the data points after subtracting these environmental
influences reveals a pronounced modulation of the residuals where the sign
depends on the direction of the effective wave-vector (up or down) when the
data was taken. This is a systematic effect not yet fully understood, which
needs further investigation. However, as the perturbation is eminently
symmetric, high precision in the measurement of g can be recovered by
averaging measurements with anti-parallel wave-vector. To this end, each
pair of consecutive sections with flipping of the wave-vector keff in between
were shifted to their common mean by applying
y˜±i = y±i − (〈y±〉 − 〈y+ ∪ y−〉). (4.4)
Here yi denotes the ith data-point in each section, with the direction of the
wave-vector indicated by + and −.
After removing the symmetric part of the modulation, the data-points
still show a small residual drift of ≈ 40 nm s−2 over the course of the mea-
surement as depicted in the bottom section of figure 4.6. Possible causes
for this perturbation are creep in the tilt-pad in the vibration isolation4,
drifts in Raman laser intensity or the frequency reference. The latter is
possible as the GPS-receiver used to stabilize the quartz oscillators on long
time-scales was found to fall clearly behind the specifications given by the
vendor. Evaluation of each of these potential sources showed typical drifts
which would result in deviations in measured gravity consistent with the
observed modulation.
Statistical Analysis
The basic approach to retrieve local gravity from the experimental data is
simple. In principle the steps described in sub-section 3.8.3 are repeated,
that is a cosine is fitted to the scanned fringe according to (3.27) and the
following hops are evaluated point-wise using (3.30). An estimate for g
is then obtained from evaluating the obtained phase-shifts combined with
4Unfortunately just in the last days of the measurement campaign one of the axes of
the tilt sensor faulted, thus inhibiting the possibility to correct for small tipping in
the retro-reflector.
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Figure 4.6.: Data from first long-term gravity measurement. (top) Variation
in measured g by tidal effects. (middle) Residuals after subtracting predicted
effects. (bottom) Residuals after averaging over measurements with flipped
wave-vector. LOESS smoother added for clarity.
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the result from (3.29) with (2.20).
While this procedure is trivial enough, a range of purely technical sub-
tleties need to be addressed (e. g. finite frequency resolution of the DDS
or robust extraction of atomic ratio from noisy PMT-signal) when pro-
cessing the data. Given the high precision of the experiment, even small
mistakes would lead to noticeable changes in the obtained value for g.
Therefore, the implementation of the analysis was done independently by
four persons exploiting two different statistical frameworks (Mathematica
and R) and using different approaches (global non-linear fit vs. point-wise
evaluation). Repeated comparison and improvement of the procedure led
to an agreement in the results and associated confidence intervals within
1 nm s−2, well within the accuracy limits aimed at with future iterations of
the experiment.
It therefore seems safe to specify the statistical uncertainty down to this
limit. When evaluating the variance of the averaged residuals including
the observed drift, a standard error of 3.7 nm s−2 is obtained. However,
treating the drift as a systematic effect and removing most of the slow
modulation by applying and deducting a linear model, the statistical un-
certainty reduces to
σg = 0.8 nm s−2. (4.5)
If indeed technical sources can be identified as the cause for this perturba-
tion, careful re-evaluation of the analysis procedure is advisable to make
full use of the attainable precision.
Some care has been put into the treatment of outliers in the measure-
ment. Occasional glitches in the interferometer lead to < 1 % of shots
which clearly stand out from the rest of the data.5 To identify such points,
a multi-step scheme was adopted. For each 15 min-section of data, a cosine
was fitted to the scanned fringe, and from the residuals those points were
removed which are farther away than 1.5 times the span between the first
and third quartile from said quartiles. This is similar to a 2σ-criterion as-
suming a Gaussian distribution, but less sensitive to distortions caused by
extreme outliers [106]. From the remaining points, the standard deviation
is calculated, assuming that the variation in the data left is now sufficiently
close to white noise. Those points in the complete data set (including the
points initially removed) are then rejected for which the probability to be
measured given the specified standard deviation is less than a pre-defined
5This figure compares favourably with the performance of classical gravimeters. In
the absolute measurement done with a FG5 discussed in the following sub-section,
1.5 % of the drops needed to be rejected.
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value, typically 0.5 %. The data-set from "hopping" is processed similarly,
the only difference being that a simple linear fit is deducted to gather the
initial set of residuals.
When comparing the values of g produced from the long data-set from
above with and without cleaning, a deviation of ≈ 0.5 nm s−2 is obtained,
which does not grow significantly for stricter thresholds than the 0.5 %
noted above. This result demonstrates that careful consideration of outliers
is necessary if the high resolution indicated by the variance of data points
without drift is to be exploited.
Systematic Influences
While not yet being the subject of a detailed evaluation, some systematic
influences need to be considered. The two estimated to be the most impor-
tant at the moment are the AC Stark and the Coriolis effect.
As discussed in section 2.1.1, the shift in ground level energy caused
by a (largely suppressed) coupling to the intermediate level during Raman
pulses can be made equal for both transitions and thus effectively cancelled
by choosing an appropriate ratio I23/I13 ≈ 2 of the intensities of the Raman
beams. However, for some technical reasons the ratio was set to unity,
which unfortunately causes a substantial shift in the interferometer phase.
As detailed in [70] the erroneous shift can be estimated to cause a deviation
in g of −800± 100 nm s−2.
Presumably, the most important systematic is connected to the sensitiv-
ity to Coriolis forces of the interferometer. In analogy to light interferome-
ter enclosing a finite area between the two arms (Sagnac effect) an atom
gravimeter becomes susceptible to rotations if the trajectories of the two
wave-packets do not follow the same space-curve. The resulting phase shift
can be expressed as [107]
∆φsag =
2m
~
Ω·A (4.6)
where A denotes the oriented area enclosed by the interferometer and Ω
the angular velocity. In a fountain set-up, the area is due to the recoil
splitting along with small lateral velocity components unavoidable with
atomic samples of finite temperature. As there is a broad range of possible
velocities, the effective area depends on the lateral position difference of the
cloud during launch and detection and thus can be reduced by appropriate
alignment.
For the actual implementation a maximal horizontal deviation of 4 mm
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is derived from centring the cloud during up- and downward propagation
through the detection area, leading to vlat = 5.2× 103 m/s for typical in-
terferometer timings. With A = (vlat × ~mkeff)T 2 the maximal possible
deviation in g can be written as
∆gsag = 2Ωvlat (4.7)
for a given angular velocity. Here Earth’s rotation is of biggest concern,
leading to a latitude-dependent rotation rate of Ω⊕ cosα, which for Berlin
amounts to 4.4× 10−5 rad/s. Correspondingly, a maximal error in g of
460 nm s−2 is to be expected.
In future measurements this can be rectified either by better vertically
aligning launch and detection, averaging over different orientations of the
experiment or actively compensating for Earth’s rotation. The second
method is connected to moving the whole apparatus which would intro-
duce unwanted tilts. The first method is best implemented by zeroing the
effect of controlled rotations [48]. This necessitates either the ability to ro-
tate the fountain set-up—which is impractical—or only the set of Raman
beams, best done by accurately tilting the corresponding optics. Given the
capability to do the latter, it is also possible to actively compensate for the
precisely known angular motion of Earth during each shot; a method pro-
posed by the group of Mark Kasevich in Stanford (USA). As this approach
seems to be the most reliable and also the most convenient in field applica-
tions, the development of an adequate sub-system is currently under-way.
Furthermore fine-tuning of beam verticality becomes straight-forward once
this functionality is available.
4.2.1. Comparison With FG5
Made possible by the kind support of the Bundesamt für Kartographie und
Geodäsie, the laboratory in Adlershof could be connected to the gravity
reference net in Germany6 in September 2010 [109]. An absolute mea-
surement with the FG5 #101 from Micro-g LaCoste Inc. was done in a
laboratory on ground floor (room 0’701) in the physics department. Sev-
eral other rooms—including 0’703, where the measurement with the atom
gravimeter took place—were related to this point with the help of relative
gravimeters CG5 from Scintrex Ltd. Furthermore, gravity gradients in all
these places were determined.
6Deutsches Schweregrundnetz 1994 (DSGN 94) [108]
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Figure 4.7.: Pictures taken during absolute gravimetric measurements in
late 2010 at the physics department of the Humboldt Universität zu Berlin
with the atom gravimeter (left) and the FG5 (right).
This enabled the direct comparison of the performance of both gravime-
ters. In figure 4.8 the residuals of both measurements after correction for
tides are plotted, from which it is apparent that the atom interferometer
features a substantially better resolution. Due to the much lower noise
floor, the precision attainable in a given time exceeds that of the FG5 by
a factor ≈ 8. This is partly due to the fact, that the corner cube gravi-
meter performs a drop every 6 s, and does so for only 15 min every hour
in order to preserve the instrument. In contrast, the atom gravimeter
takes a data point every 1.4 s, which gives a ratio of ≈ 17 in the effective
repetition rate, explaining a factor of 4 in the measured noise. Still, the
resolution obtained per drop is almost doubled for the atom interferome-
ter.
As a related note a remark concerning the observed noise level is cited
from [109], which states that due to the vicinity to Berlin a relatively high
level of microseisms—presumably caused by traffic—is present. This leads
to a standard deviation in measured g values which is 50 % higher than
what can be achieved in quieter locations. A similar improvement might
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Figure 4.8.: Comparison of the residuals from long-term measurements from
atom gravimeter (top) and a state-of-the-art classical instrument (FG5 #101,
bottom). Lines are fitted LOESS smoother.
be expected for the atom gravimeter as the observed noise is connected
mostly to residual vibrations.
It is also visible from the data that both instruments suffer from si-
milar drifts, with the difference that this effect can much more easily be
assessed for the atom interferometer. Indeed, the observed drift has not
been treated separately in the analysis of the data collected with the FG5
by the authors of [109]. Thus the increased resolution will allow for ea-
sier characterization of systematic influences, hopefully leading to sizeable
gains in performance.
To complete the analysis, a comparison of the obtained values for lo-
cal gravity is presented in table 4.1. For convenience, the systematic
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uncertainty
effect mag. [nm s−2] stat. syst. remarks
g (cold atoms) 9812640796 4 7 syst. uncert. mostly
from barometric data
grav. of set-up -19 1
MOT switching -10 20
AC Stark 800 100
verticality 0 220
Sagnac 0 460
sum 9812641567 4 520
g (FG5) @ 1.25 m -9812641390 18 15
height 403 3 31
other room -320 30 94 ±3 cm in floor level
seasons 0 200 estimate from [109]
total 260 36 566
Table 4.1.: Measured values and applied corrections from the comparison
of the atom gravimeter with a FG5. The bottom line is the difference with
corresponding uncertainties.
effects treated in this thesis for which a value can be assigned are in-
cluded, despite the lack of importance of some at the current level of ac-
curacy.
Again, the lower statistical uncertainty for the atom gravimeter is ap-
parent. In contrast, the uncertainty of systematic influences is higher by
a factor of 35, underlining the relevance of ongoing efforts to evaluate and
suppress their effects.
The value for local gravity obtained with the atom gravimeter agrees
with the one given in the framework of the official German gravity ref-
erence net within 260 nm s−2, equivalent to a fraction of 2.3 × 10−8 in g.
The difference is well covered by the combined uncertainty of 570 nm s−2
of the estimated systematics. It can be hoped for that by suppressing the
three most prominent of these effects—AC Stark, verticality and Sagnac,
accounting for 92 % of the total uncertainty—a substantial better perfor-
mance can be achieved. As a remedy is clearly foreseeable for each of them,
fast progress is to be expected.
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The atom interferometer described in this thesis is an ongoing effort to
implement the functionality of an absolute gravimeter in a moveable set-up
rugged enough for regular deployment in the field, thus pushing matterwave
optics into the realm of "real world" applications. Albeit development was
started from scratch, the performance demonstrated so far exceeds that
of classical instruments by almost an order of magnitude and compares
favourably with less mobile atom interferometers [48, 59] in respect to the
obtainable resolution. This, together with the ability to measure side-by-
side with the best available gravimeters at quiet sites, will help greatly in
the oncoming task of identifying and suppressing the influence of systematic
effects.
Several steps are scheduled for the near future to address the most im-
portant of the issues encountered recently. These will include in-depth
characterization of the Raman optics, a magnetic shield encapsulating the
complete fountain set-up, the ability to remotely control the tilt of the
Raman beams with micro-rad resolution, and various improvements to
the laser system (intensity stabilization, lock reliability, thermal regula-
tion, better characterization of the master laser). It is anticipated that
the atom interferometer will then show significantly reduced susceptibility
to external influences and a better control of systematic effects, enabling
absolute gravity measurements competitive with other state-of-the-art in-
struments.
Future generations of atom gravimeters will certainly aim at vastly re-
duced package sizes. Recent developments in compact interferometer de-
signs [110] as well as miniaturized laser systems [111] offer the prospect of
a new class of instruments which deliver the performance of today’s devices
in one hundredth of the volume and smaller, with greatly lowered power
demands. This will open new fields of applications, where similar systems
are installed as permanent sensors close to geologically active areas, or
are part of large-scale precision mapping of gravity in airborne missions.
The latter was mentioned being particularly urgent in dialogues with the
geodetic community, as conventional instruments based on spring systems
suffer from lengthy settling times following disturbances frequently found
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on low-altitude trajectories. Here, the ability to rapidly prepare and de-
ploy a new sample of cold atoms will aid greatly in achieving superior
availability, thereby enabling far better coverage of the area to be investi-
gated.
A field which will benefit far more than others from miniaturization are
satellite missions aimed at improving geoid reference systems and global
surveillance. Two projects of the recent past—GRACE and GOCE—have
demonstrated the enormous potential of gravitational mapping from low or-
bits and have triggered interest in follow-up missions. Atom interferometers
have been proposed as the core sensing technology in such missions, as they
promise better performance in a leaner package. Accordingly, first steps are
under-way to investigate suitable designs [112, 113].
The greatly extended times of free evolution possible in micro-gravity will
also serve fundamental research. Tests of the weak equivalence principle
could be carried out with an interferometer very similar to that described
in this thesis, but with two atomic species interrogated at the same time.
Differential measurements together with pulse spacings T in the order of
several seconds would lead to a strongly enhanced sensitivity to minuscule
deviations from the universality of free fall, and could provide for tests
orders of magnitude more stringent than the best alternatives available
today [114].
Another important improvement would be to implement continuous mea-
surements, that is without temporal gaps during shots. This could be
achieved by preparing a cloud of atoms while measuring with another, ei-
ther in a juggling scheme or by parallel operation of multiple instruments.
The benefit would be in avoiding aliasing effects and an extension of the
dynamic range of the sensor. With high enough repetition rates to cover
all vibrational frequencies of concern, the requirements for vibration iso-
lation could be relaxed considerably or avoided all together, allowing for
significantly reduced complexity of the instrument.
The ultimate goal is to combine these aspects in a device capable of
vector measurements of g, that is determination of all three spatial compo-
nents of the experienced acceleration in a continuous and robust fashion.
As many test masses are available in a cloud of laser cooled atoms, such
measurements could happen simultaneously on distinct sets. The compo-
nents would need to be separated either spatially through large coherently
transferred momenta, or in the frequency domain by addressing differ-
ent species, isotopes or resonances, in order to distinguish between the
three directions. Instruments able to perform such measurements would
allow for accurate mapping of gravity independent of orientation on air-
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borne or seaboard platforms, thus greatly extending the possibilities of
today.
Figure 5.1.: Today, atom interferometers are still a rare species, seldomly
spotted in the wild.
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A. Details of Long-Term Gravity
Measurement
Below the coordinates of the location as well as the parameters for the
applied corrections to measured gravity are given.
Room 0’703, HU Berlin, Newtonstr. 15, 12489 Berlin
Lat.: 52.43337◦ N, Long.: 13.53062◦ E, Alt.: 35.3 m
Gradient: −3130(30) nm s−2/m [109].
date x [”] y [”] UT1-UTC [s] LOD [s]
2010-12-05 0.188286 0.234123 -0.1249488 0.0004559
2010-12-06 0.186375 0.232474 -0.1253616 0.0004147
Table A.1.: Corrections for location of the pole and changes to daytime,
given by the IERS [81]
Time
nm
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Figure A.1.: Applied correction due to deviations from nominal air pressure
of 1008.85 hPa; admittance factor: 3 nm s−2/hPa.
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tide symbol period rel. amplitude phase [rad]
long-period
mean > 400 d 1.15800 0
Mf 13.66 d 1.15790 0
diurnal
Q1 26.87 h 1.15430 0
O1 25.82 h 1.15431 0
P1 24.07 h 1.14906 0
K1 23.93 h 1.13440 0
ψ1 23.87 h 1.27309 0
ϕ1 23.8 h 1.17080 0
OO1 22.25 h 1.15638 0
semidiurnal
mean 13.93to10.96 h 1.16201 0
thirddiurnal
M3 8.26 h 1.07361 0
quarterdiurnal
M4 6.19 h 1.03900 0
Table A.2.: Response factors of solid Earth to the most important celestial
tides as predicted by [83] using the model of [75].
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tide symbol period ampl. [nm s−2] phase [rad]
long-period
Ssa 182.6 d 0.6 -0.059
Mm 27.55 d -0.6 -0.358
Mf 13.66 d -0.93 -0.482
diurnal
Q1 26.87 h -0.46 -2.78
O1 25.82 h -1.51 2.81
P1 24.07 h -0.59 0.94
K1 23.93 h -1.83 0.94
semidiurnal
N2 12.63 h -2.22 1.79
M2 12.39 h -9.47 1.34
S2 11.97 h -3.49 0.76
K2 11.93 h -0.86 0.94
Table A.3.: Effect of ocean loading at the measurement site, provided by [84]
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B. Aluminium Knife-Edge Seal
Industrial standards to achieve UHV-compatible bonding of optical flats
to metal view-ports are brazing and welding, techniques not readily ac-
cessible in most laboratories. Custom approaches are mostly based on
glueing or "soft" metal seals. The former utilizes chemically hardening
resins, which are conveniently handled, do not introduce any stress onto
the window and can achieve high bake-out-temperatures (> 300 ◦C in [115])
for suitable materials. However, they are not in wide-spread use which
seems mostly connected to issues of ageing and cracking under dynamic
loads.
In contrast, the latter technique benefits from the very forgiving me-
chanical properties many metals exhibit. When put under large enough
compressive stress, the material starts to become ductile and flows in a
form given by the distribution of the load and constraints formed by the
general geometry of the surrounding. This way the metal can form an
exact counterpart of adjacent surfaces and thus a leak-tight seal. When
the stress drops under a certain level—which may happen because the
metal deformed to such extent, that the stress-exerting process ran out
of energy—a stable situation is regained, where the deformed metal part
does not alter significantly, if not being objected to stresses similar to those
experienced in the first place.1 As metals accept rather large stress before
plastic deformation happens and as even in such cases they are less sus-
ceptible to cracking than e. g. hardened resins, more reliable seals are the
result.
The most commonly used metal is indium, due to the peculiar combi-
nation of very low compressive strength of only 2 MPa and low vapour
pressure at room temperatures. Indeed, highly reliable UHV-seals of glass
to metal are formed with only little pressure needed [96], allowing for thin
and brittle windows. Additional benefits are the easy handling2 as well as
1The exact magnitude of stress necessary to induce further deforming is not easily
predictable. This comes as the process is highly non-linear and depends on many
parameters, not the least the kind of metal put under load. Both higher and lower
limits than before are possible, depending on the alterations to the crystal structure
of the deformed part.
2In the cited reference a rather involved procedure is described to obtain the bonding.
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the glass-wetting property of indium, which leads to strong adhesion and
thus further increases the reliability of the seal.
Main drawback is the low melting point of 157 ◦C, which puts an incon-
venient limit on bake-out-temperatures. Further points are the compar-
atively high price, which might rise significantly in the near future, and
the difficult process of disassembling the window from the viewport, due
to mentioned adhesion. The latter often leads to the loss of the window,
further increasing the economic load.
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Figure B.1.: Outer dimensions of and cut through an UHV compatible
window-seal made from aluminium. A knife-edge is milled symmetrically to
both sides of an aluminium ring, which is placed between vacuum chamber
and window. By applying a large enough load to the window, the edge is
crushed and forms a tight closure with adjacent surfaces.
Several methods have been developed to address these problems. The
most common are to use lead or indium alloys [116] to increase the melting
point, or to use a slightly different approach based on knife-edges milled to
a ring of copper [117]. Both approaches yield the desired result of raising
achievable bake-out temperatures, but at the price of significantly higher
loads to be applied to the seal and consequently to the window. This makes
these techniques error-prone, either by increasing the danger of possible
leaks when being too gentle, or by breaking windows in the attempt to
form a reliable connection. However, successful sealing with either method
In practice, very simple methods as pressing the window into a bed of indium are
generally sufficient.
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has been demonstrated, albeit accompanied by a pronounced increase in
labour needed in the process.
Another potential candidate for the metallic sealant is pure aluminium.
It combines a low price per volume with a sufficiently high melting point of
660 ◦C and a yield strength3 of 10− 20 MPa. Copper has a yield strength of
≈ 80 MPa in cast form, which drops to ≈ 40 MPa when annealed. Further-
more the shear modulus compares as 25.5 GPa for aluminium to 44.7 GPa
for copper, and the ultimate strength as ≈ 55 MPa to 220 MPa (annealed
copper). The last quantity gives the highest possible stress on the stress-
strain-curve in tension and could be described as the ultimate resistance
of the material to deformation.4
While a reliable prediction of the ductile behaviour of the sealant is
impossible from these numbers alone, it becomes apparent, that far lesser
stresses will be needed to reach a certain deformation with aluminium than
with copper. When exploiting the same trick as Noble et al. in [117], that
is to restrain the volume to be deformed to a fine knife-edge as depicted in
figure B.1, very low clamping forces are needed.
In a test with a window of 40 mm outer diameter and a clear aperture
of ∅30 mm, the torque needed on four M6 screws fixating the window cap
(compare figure 3.3) to achieve a nominal reduction in height of 0.6 mm
was < 5 Nm. In comparison, the same torque is needed to compress an
indium wire of ∅1 mm to a width of 4 mm in order to form a good seal.
For copper a torque three to four times as high was needed. The obtained
seal was helium leak-tested to give an upper bound on the leakage-rate of
10−11 hPaL/s, which is sufficient to reach UHV, even if some ten windows
are attached to the vacuum chamber.
A problem arises from the pronounced dependency of the mechanical
properties of aluminium on temperature as depicted in figure B.2. If a
simple symmetric constellation is chosen as suggested in [117], that is the
aluminium ring is paired with a similar one on the opposing side of the
window covered by the window cap, the increased yielding of the sealant
at high bake-out temperatures results in leaks after cool-down. This comes
as the energy stored in slight elastic deformations of the window cap is
almost completely used for plastic deformation of the softened aluminium
3Defined as the stress at which plastic deformation begins to occur. As this is not very
precise for real materials, often (and here) the definition of the stress which leads to
a permanent elongation of 0.2 % after removing the load, is adopted.
4The failure mode for tension stress is not necessarily the same as for compression.
However, a similar definition for compression loads is not available. To compare
both materials, a regress to this characteristic is necessary.
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Temperature [°C]
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Figure B.2.: Mechanical properties of aluminium at elevated temperatures
(from [118]). Please note that the value of 70 MPa for the ultimate strength
at 20 ◦C is consistent with the values stated in the text. This quantity varies
strongly with the purity of the material. The cited value is typical for 99.6 %
purity, which is at the lower end of commercially available qualities. In con-
trast, highly pure samples (> 99.9 %) feature ultimate strengths of ≈ 45 MPa.
knife-edges during baking. When the aluminium shrinks in the cool-down
process, the remaining pressure exerted by the window cap is insufficient
to maintain good vacuum conditions.
This can be rectified by pairing the aluminium sealant with a ring fea-
turing large elastic excursion on the outside of the window. The task
is somewhat tricky, as purely elastic deformation of > 0.5 mm is needed,
when taking machining tolerances into account. The ring should further-
more keep its elastic properties even for temperatures considerably higher
than maximal bake-out temperature of ≈ 200 ◦C. The counterpart should
lastly not be overly large, in order to keep overall dimensions reason-
able.
A suitable approach is drawn in figure B.3. The material of choice is
titanium alloy TiAl6V4 (also known as titanium grade 5). This alloy is
common e. g. in aeronautics, as it does not show significant changes in
properties for temperatures up to 500 ◦C and features high yield strengths
of ≈ 1100 MPa. The geometry is optimized for both: relatively easy ma-
chining and large elastic deflections. The latter quality is illustrated in
figure B.4 for an axial load of 270 N per centimetre of the inner diame-
ter.
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Figure B.3.: Spring designed to give high purely elastic deflection at high
loads, and to withstand elevated temperatures.
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Figure B.4.: Deflection and van-Mises-stress for axial loading (2.5 kN), as
obtained from FEM calculations. The uniform colouring of the rims suggests,
that the design is fairly optimal. No points with excessive stress are found,
which would fail early. Neither are large areas left with significantly lower
stress (except for the inner part, close to the "neutral fibre"), which could
contribute to further bending if suitably loaded. As the calculated stress is
well below the yield strength, fully elastic behaviour can be expected. The
grey mesh shows the real (not scaled) deflection.
The height of the window cap is to be chosen so, that when the stack
knife-edge-ring–window–elastic ring–window cap is put in its appropriate
place onto the vacuum chamber, an air gap of 1 mm between cap and body
of the vacuum chamber is left. By simply bolting down the cap to the cham-
ber, the knife edge is crushed and the elastic ring is loaded to their nominal
degrees. This procedure does not need to be applied with great care (only
a roughly uniform tightening of the screws to avoid that the window gets
jammed inside the cap), as the elastic ring will even out point loads, which
might otherwise impair the window. After good contact between cap and
chamber is established, all screws can be firmly tightened. This way, the
window cap is a suitable base for further attachments, without the need to
worry about undue loads applied to the window.
Following this simple recipe, helium leak-tight seals are obtained, which
were tested to rates below 10−11 hPaL/s before and after rapid baking
cycles (max 200 ◦C, heating and cooling rates of > 40 ◦C/h). No window
broke during numerous assemblies, and sealing was reliable, if large enough
initial air gaps were chosen. Still more testing is needed, as only a few full
baking cycles have been done due to tight schedules.
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It was learned only during the last tests, that the very low torques needed
with indium wires are sufficient to obtain good seals with the aluminium
knife-edges. However, the elastic ring is designed with higher reserves in
mind, exceeding the needed stress by approximately a factor of 3. Ad-
justing the air gap so, that only torques of 5 Nm were needed to achieve
full contact between cap and supporting flange, indeed resulted in leak-
tight closures. However, the deflection of the elastic ring was too small
to guarantee adequate loading even after the baking cycle. Instead, leak
rates in the order of 10−8 hPaL/s were observed, which are not acceptable.
Future design efforts will aim at lowering the load needed to achieve a de-
flection in the elastic ring comparable to the one depicted in figure B.4.
This is only a question of suitable reduction of wall thickness and some
minor adjustments to the geometry, and should not pose any larger prob-
lem.
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